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Abstract: This thesis brings together transitional justice frameworks with feminist geopolitics 
to explore the spaces of justice and repair created through psychosocial accompaniment and its 
related processes with women survivors of sexual violence in post-conflict Guatemala. It 
attends to the bodies, practices, discourses, and every-day spaces that work together to 
constitute this accompaniment and its impact. The spaces and openings for repair and justice 
are possible because of the way that psychosocial frameworks incorporate feminist 
epistemologies in order to situate present and past violence along a continuum of colonial and 
patriarchal violence, work towards survivor-centered and defined justice, and at times 
articulate critiques of court-based justice. Through these orientations, new survivor and 
accompanier subjectivities emerge, emotionality and affect circulate and are harnessed towards 
collaboratively envisioned social transformation, and the body is imagined a site of both 
trauma, truth, and healing.  
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Introduction 
 

Matilde, a Guatemalan therapist at the end of a dance workshop I conducted as part of 

my summer fieldwork, reflected, “The shapes really impacted me, the one Paula made, it 

wasn't with a lot of movement or very complicated but it was exhausting… I could see that she 

felt like she was carrying the world on her shoulders.” Matilde was referencing a pose that her 

fellow psychologist, the head of the gendered violence working group of the Community 

Studies and Psychosocial Action Team (ECAP), had taken to represent her relationship to the 

work she does with women survivors of sexual violence in post-conflict Guatemala.  

I and eleven Guatemalan psychologists and community health workers had been 

dancing, or at least moving together. Masking tape marked the borders of our “dance floor.” 

We had just finished a laughter-filled warm-up getting comfortable moving different parts of 

our bodies to music with a gentle beat. One person in every pair was asked to take a shape that 

represented how they feel when challenged in their difficult work supporting survivors. Their 

partner would then mirror the shape back.  

Matilde continued: “And my sculpture when I saw it and Paula was doing it––it 

impressed me. I said that’s how I feel. That’s how I look?” In the seemingly simple process of 

moving our bodies in the company of others, stories unfolded in gestures that words alone 

couldn’t capture.  

I came to the discipline of Geography after training as an "Open Floor" dance and 

creative movement teacher, a training I undertook because of the immense benefit to my own 

wellbeing that the practice afforded me. As a teacher, I invite people to move their bodies, 

aware that each one has a story to tell. Open Floor practice emerged in part from the field of 

somatic psychology and other body-based therapeutic modalities. One of the main goals of the 
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practice is to put people in touch with their visceral and embodied experience in a way that 

supports them feeling safe in their bodies. Another goal is to engage relationally, representing, 

sharing, and witnessing the body’s own language. I expected that the techniques would be, 

with some cultural attunement, flexible and replicable, which was a driver for this project. 

I came to be dancing with the eleven other people on that pleasant Guatemala City day 

as a way of picking up threads from my undergraduate studies, when I researched the inclusion 

of gendered harm in the production of historical memory in Guatemala. I had been inspired 

then, in 2011, by what I had heard from the people that I was interviewing about their 

incorporation of the arts in their work accompanying women survivors of sexual violence and 

in breaking silence about this harm. After spending time out of the academy pursuing trainings 

as a victims advocate, and with Open Floor, I wanted to return to weave together the threads 

from both to ask new questions about what it means to produce repair at an everyday and 

embodied level for survivors of political and sexual violence.  

This thesis engages with the ways that repair is being produced in Guatemala two 

decades after the 1996 peace accords that ended a 36-year civil war. I situate this work within 

the field of transitional justice, which asks how societies can and should address legacies of 

violence and injustice wrought by conflict.  I bring my own experience and Open Floor 

practice, as well as insights from the field of human geography, particularly feminist theories 

about the embodied and everyday nature of the political, to argue that the body as it is 

produced historically, framed discursively, and experienced relationally and viscerally, must be 

considered as a site of repair in order to gain a fuller understanding of the ways that justice 

moves through the spaces of everyday lives. 

The internal armed conflict in Guatemala (1960-1996) claimed 200,000 lives, and 
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displaced another million (CEH, 1999). It is estimated that soldiers, army-organized civilian 

defense patrols, and other members of the security forces raped more than 100,000 women 

during the war (Wolfe, 2012). Ninety-three percent of the violence was attributed to state 

actors (CEH, 1999). In the aftermath of the conflict, survivors and groups in civil society, in 

collaboration with international partners, have been working tirelessly to weave in the 

structural dimensions of the violence as well as survivor’s stories into the collective historical 

memory.  

As Kimberly Theidon (2013) reminds us, “Wars are fought. They are also told, and the 

telling is always steeped in relations of power” (6). Two truth reports paved the way for the 

opening of historical memory and justice after the conflict. The Human Rights Office of the 

Archbishop of Guatemala’s report (REMHI) was a local effort, preceding the official UN-

sponsored Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH) report, which was mandated as part 

of the peace process. Thanks in large part to the findings of these two reports, there have been 

efforts to address the ongoing impunity of the state-protected perpetrators through national and 

international channels. These pushes for justice are made possible through the tireless work of 

victims’ groups, civil society organizations, feminists groups, and NGOs, with international 

support.  

Feminist groups, in particular, have been engaged in an uphill battle, working to make 

the gendered dimensions of the conflict, and the ongoing gendered violence in Guatemala, 

visible because women’s accounts of their experiences with sexual violence were only 

minimally present in the initial two truth reports (Patterson-Markowitz et al. 2012). These 

efforts have been enacted in tandem with women survivors, across multiple forms of ethnic, 

class, geographic and other difference, through processes of long-term engagement. They have 
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taken the form of therapeutic accompaniment, documenting their testimonies, breaking silence 

publically, and working for justice through collective action and legal means.  

 The publication Tejidos que lleva el alma: Memorias de mujeres mayas sobrevivientes 

de violación sexual durante el conflicto armado (Weavings of the Soul: Memories of Mayan 

Women Survivors of Sexual Violence during the Armed Conflict) is one exemplar of their 

dedicated work. Hailed as a third document of historical memory, it documents sexual violence 

during the armed conflict from a feminist and indigenous perspective. The metaphor of 

weaving, or re-weaving, is culturally poignant in Guatemala and it is oft-repeated that the 

social fabric of communities, and perhaps the nation was damaged during the war. Most 

Mayan women traditionally weave, taught by their mothers and grandmothers. The many items 

of traditional clothing produced by women are referred to as traje. While men in some 

communities still wear traje, in modern Guatemala it is mainly through Mayan women’s 

bodily practice that this marker of indigeneity is maintained.1 Indeed, Mayan women are seen 

as the transmitters of indigenous culture, carrying the threads of knowledge, language, and 

customs through them to their children. This is, in part, the logic behind the violence 

perpetrated against them (CEH1999; Fulchirone, Paz y Paz Bailey, and López 2009). 

To say that the social fabric in Guatemala is torn is not only to talk about the period of 

the internal armed conflict, but to also include the brutal legacies of colonial violence that were 

its longstanding precursor. Indeed, as many of those in the Guatemalan context argue, the 

social fabric since colonization has not been whole. It is difficult to re-concile when there has 

never been conciliation (Mersky 2000, Oglesby 2007, Molden 2017). The war and its genocide 
																																																																				
1 This is not to suggest that these weaving practices have remained “frozen” in time. During my fieldwork I met 
several weavers who are outraged about the appropriation of Maya designs in Western fashion, and concerned that 
the mechanization of huipil production is causing their art to die out, as they can’t compete with maquila-
manufactured prices. I also met a Maya environmental justice activist who explained how the rise of synthetic 
fabric and in particular synthetic dyes has introduced toxic pollutants, which run off into the rivers and streams 
above her community (Field notes 7/15/2017).  
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are but the most recent tear, which left a gaping hole haunted by the memory of hundreds of 

thousands of people killed and other hundreds of thousands displaced. Survivors were left, at 

the signing of the peace accords in 1996, still standing at the edge of this gaping hole, 

experiencing the same or similar conditions of structural and everyday violence, with little 

immediate legal or material recourse.  

This rupture served as the point of departure for coalitions like the ACC. Though the 

ACC has since disbanded, the bulk of this thesis is written from interviews with actors and 

organizations who were formerly a part of this consortium. These organizations have found 

new ways of working together and at times in tension, to define the landscape of 

accompaniment with women survivors of sexual violence in Guatemala. 

 Transitional justice and feminist geopolitics offer the tools for viewing this process and 

its efforts to weave a new social fabric from the fragments of the old at many levels. Feminist 

geopolitics allows for attention to the many inter-related dimensions in which this happens. 

The threads of this work are the individuals maneuvering through the possibilities and 

limitations of their material worlds. The small patches emerging from these threads are the 

survivor groups and institutions, which together are producing new subjectivities and visions 

for collective action. The narratives they choose to tell about the continuum of violences and 

resistances, from the past to present, and into imagined futures make up the patterns in the 

weaving. The image of social fabric is also inclusive of the spatial and relational qualities of 

social and political life, which are critical to a geographic lens and for understanding complex 

emotional, relational, material and ideological landscapes.  

I undertook this fieldwork in summer 2017 in Guatemala City, asking how repair is 

being defined by Guatemalan survivors and those who accompany them, not only in terms of 
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institutional change but also in the intimate contours of everyday life. A major focus of this 

research was the Community Studies and Psychosocial Action Team (ECAP), a former 

collaborator in the Actors for Change Consortium. They are one of the most visible 

organizations doing work with women survivors in present-day Guatemala. Through their 

collaborations with Mujeres Transformando el Mundo Women Transforming the World 

(MTM) a collective of feminist lawyers, and the National Union of Guatemalan Women 

(UNAMG), they accompanied a group of women survivors in 2016 to a ground-breaking 

victory in a national court, the Sepur Zarco trial on sexual slavery. 

I will define “psychosocial accompaniment” here at the outset, because it is a 

framework that informs ECAP’s work and I expect it will be unfamiliar to many. Social 

psychologist Mary Watkins (2015) describes psychosocial accompaniment as,  “a practice 

[that] is rooted in an interdependent understanding of psychological and community well-

being, not in an individualistic paradigm of psychological suffering. The one who accompanies 

holds the individual’s suffering and well-being in light of the sociocultural and historical 

context” (327).   Thus, accompaniers act in various ways, which include “providing individual 

and community witness and support, solidarity in relevant social movements, assistance with 

networking with communities…and participation in educating civil society” (327). While not 

every organization described here considers their work “psychosocial accompaniment,” they 

have all been influenced by this framework, and are all involved in the work of accompanying 

survivors towards the end goal of social transformation.  

This research was guided by the question: how have ECAP and other collaborating 

institutions and partners supported survivors’ healing and the strengthening of communities 

in the wake of the violence from the conflict? The following four sub-questions supported my 
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attempt to unfold the discursive, affective, and material elements of the work: Q1.1) What are 

these institutions working understandings of psychosocial trauma, and how have they been co-

produced between urban activists and indigenous community members? 1.2) How are project 

successes and failures understood within ECAP and the communities with whom they work? 

Q2) What are the bodies, objects, and practices of care that constitute ECAP? Q3) How does 

ECAP position its work in relation to the broader framework and practices of transitional 

justice?  

Given the long history of disenfranchisement of indigenous Guatemalans at the hands 

of military and state forces, as well as a general racism and classism that permeate Guatemalan 

society, these questions were guided by an interest in the co-production of knowledge among 

those actors. Although not explicitly in the above questions, as a scholar/dancer, I was also 

interested not only in the ways that flows of power create encounters between differentiated 

bodies, but also how different bodies feel as they participate in and navigate the spaces of 

transitional justice.  

What I found is that justice and human rights are inextricable elements of how actors 

are defining repair in post-conflict Guatemala, and that these are experienced differentially 

through the various spaces of transitional justice, including the body. To build this argument, I 

follow several main threads. First, I assert that because of their theoretical engagement with 

psychosocial and feminist frameworks, the accompaniment organizations are linking the 

supposed “spectacular violence” of wartime to structural and everyday violence. By disrupting 

the false dichotomy of wartime and peacetime, they are able to demand justice and construct 

repair in a way that reflects women survivors’ embodied histories and ongoing needs. Through 

these frameworks, they address many of the critiques that have emerged in debates over the 
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limits to transitional justice; thus their insights might serve others in similar contexts well.  

Second, I argue that through the interaction of psychosocial and feminist forms of 

accompaniment with the law, certain recognizable survivor subjects are produced. The 

visibility of these survivor subjects at national and international levels is always already 

playing out in their communities, where there are other victims who have not, and likely will 

not achieve the same recognition. Due to the real and assumed material gains that these 

differential geographies of recognition bring, the emergent survivor subjects are received in 

ambivalent and even hostile ways, despite accompaniers’ efforts to mitigate these impacts. I 

explore the productive narratives that emerge in the face of accusations of selfishness and 

personal gain, and how participation in the processes of justice is mobilized towards a 

communal good that should benefit all parties, including those who do not fall clearly within 

the victim category.  

Third, I trace how accompaniers engage strategically with both the emotional charges 

survivors carry, and their affective potential. I argue that accompaniers channel and manage 

these intensities order to both protect survivors and accompaniers from re-traumatization, and 

also to direct these emotional charges towards processes of collective and social 

transformation. Finally, I assert that the body is another form of spatial practice, through which 

repair can be produced and experienced.  

 

Methodology 

This research is based on fieldwork in Guatemala City conducted between June and 

August, 2017. I ground it first and foremost in feminist geopolitics, as it seeks to understand 

how questions of repair in the post-conflict context play out in “the materialities of everyday 

life…the bodies, the subjectivities, the practices and discourses – of constantly unfolding 
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geopolitical tensions and conflicts” (Dixon and Marston, 2011, 446).  In order to have an 

experience of the bodies, doings, and sayings that concern feminist geopolitical scholars, I 

engaged in short-term ethnography, participant observation, and semi-structured interviews. In 

addition, I taught three dance workshops, drawing inspiration from my own training with dance 

movement therapists in Open Floor to engage in at least a symbolic effort to share as well as 

receive knowledge.  

My initial point of contact drew on connections from my previous work in Guatemala 

as well as the deep trust and relationships cultivated over decades by my advisor, Elizabeth 

Oglesby. Relating through facilitating this space of dance undoubtedly shaped the ways that 

the people I interviewed responded to me. To use anthropologist Janet McIntosh’s (2009) wise 

words, "(a)lthough I cannot reconstruct precisely how (interviewee) stances were shaped by 

their assumptions about me, there can be no doubt that these narratives were not only elicited 

by me, but performances textured by my presence” (77). Engaging from a place of sharing of 

dance, an interest in the arts also established a different relational configuration than the 

straightforward researcher/researched dynamic, allowing for a sense of rapport to emerge 

between myself and the participants.  

 

Feminist and Participatory Research Paradigms 

I situate these methods, particularly the dance workshops, within feminist, participatory 

research methodologies. These methods attend to researcher positionality and move away from 

the notion of objectivity in knowledge production. Participatory action (PAR) literature, 

emphasizes that participation,  “…leads to the rejection of the asymmetry implied in the 

subject/object relationship which characterizes traditional academic research and most tasks of 

daily life…Thus to participate means to break up voluntarily and through experience the 
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asymmetrical relationship of submission and dependence implicit in the subject/object 

binomial” (Fals-Borda 1991, 332).  In Feminist Perspectives on Social Research, Hesse-Biber 

and Yaiser (2004) write: “A feminist approach to knowledge building…often takes a critical 

stance toward traditional knowledge-building claims that argue for ‘universal truths’. Research 

conducted within a feminist framework is attentive to issues of difference, questioning of 

social power, resistance to scientific oppression, and commitment to political activism and 

social justice” (3). There is an accompanying epistemological assumption that “knowledge is 

partial, situated, subjective, power imbued, and relational” (Hesse-Biber and Yaiser, 13). 

Feminist geopolitics draws on these epistemologies, and brings into focus the ways that power 

plays out differently on material bodies and across space. Understanding knowledge as 

something that is produced and situated rather than “out there” and objectively observable 

requires an engagement with my own positionality, but also more importantly, a cautiousness 

with how I go about listening to and representing the voices and narratives of those I have 

interviewed. 

Outside of the initial point of contact, I also relied on snowball sampling.  I conducted 

15 semi-structured interviews with psychologists, community health workers, human rights 

workers, lawyers, sociologists and women artists. Interviews ranged from 50 minutes to 90 

minutes, sometimes with follow-up. They took place in the offices of the NGO employees, or 

in other institutional spaces. I also engaged in participant observation of an ECAP strategic 

meeting, attended the Guatemalan Scholars Network conference in Antigua Guatemala, and 

made a trip to a wellness center in Chinique, Quiché. When I proposed this research, initially I 

envisioned spending a greater amount of time with ECAP’s gendered violence working group, 

particularly at their office in Guatemala City.  
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What I learned upon arrival is that since a large component of their work is done in 

different regions, a majority of the psychologists and community health workers live in or near 

the communities that they serve. I was unable to visit any of the communities, and so my data 

from the gendered violence working group draws much more on their experiences in the 

communities they work in as they chose to share them with me. I was not able to do extended 

participant observation. I did, however, find myself richly immersed in the human rights 

community in Guatemala City, where I was directed to a broader network of ECAP’s 

institutional collaborators and organizations that work with survivors of sexual violence from 

the time of the conflict and from the present day. Thus, I was gleaning understandings of 

ECAP’s work, as well as how they work collaboratively, who they work with collaboratively, 

and who they have worked with collaboratively in the past. I found myself coming into contact 

with a rich tapestry of individuals and organizations all in relationship.  I will give a brief 

description of the different organizations and actors represented in this work later in this 

section. Here, I want to just highlight the flexibility and adaptive nature of my research process 

in the methodological and epistemological foundations of grounded theory.  I view the changes 

and challenges that came about in the field to my original outlined research as part of the 

research process and as something that is guiding my findings.  

 

Decolonizing Methodologies 

Indigenous scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith writes in her book Decolonizing 

Methodologies: “(t)he ways in which scientific research is implicated in the worst excesses of 

colonialism remains a powerful remembered history for many of the world’s colonized 

peoples” (Smith 1999, 1). I do not assume that the position from which I organize my research 

is neutral or objective. Decolonizing research seeks to disrupt epistemic privilege, and instead, 
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“privilege knowledge, and knowledge construction, along marginalized gender, race, or class 

lines (to name a few)” (Strega 2014, 132). Thus, this research seeks to favor the voices of the 

interviewees, and acknowledge my own responsibility for taking into account the ways that 

unequal power relationships can mean that “some forms of knowledge are noticed and valued, 

while others are obscured and devalued” (136). 

When work is done not only in a different language, but also in another cultural-

linguistic context, there are a host of meanings that can be lost in translation (Basso 1996). I 

am not a native Spanish speaker, although I am fluent and have conducted research in Spanish 

in Guatemala before. Doing some of this research interviewing non-native Spanish speakers 

means there will be at times two degrees of linguistic separation, whether it be Kaqchikel or 

Q’eqchi’ to Spanish or Spanish to English. Ontology, or worldview, often lives in language, 

and can be completely lost in translation. I recognize that I personally was navigating this 

dynamic, but also that the actors I have interviewed are actively working within this dynamic 

as well.  

These interviews were conducted with a degree of intuitive sensitivity drawing on my 

training as a dance teacher and victims advocate. I was aware that those I interviewed might be 

dealing with secondary trauma as well as their own personal experiences of violence from the 

conflict. Psychosocial accompaniers are engaged in work that is highly political and risky. 

Despite victories, like the Sepur Zarco case, alternative narratives of the conflict and those that 

a push forth an account of Guatemala’s history that includes an acknowledgement of genocide 

are highly contested. As Crosby (2009) recounts, when a workshop of Latin American 

psychosocial advocates and professionals was convened in Guatemala City, on the first day 

one of the participants was kidnapped and sexually assaulted. My interview techniques were 
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flexible and attentive to creating a sense of safety and to protecting the identities of those 

interviewed if they did not wish to be named. Semi-structured interviews allowed the 

interviewee to guide the interview, giving them control over what they wished to share. Many 

of the actors I spoke with are already known and in the public eye because of the work they do. 

All but one of my interviewees requested that I use their real names. I will use a pseudonym for 

the interviewee who did not wish to be identified.  

In analyzing the interviews that I collected, I am using grounded theory’s constant 

comparative method, doing open coding of transcripts, moving towards thematic descriptions 

and core categories (Roulston 2013, 305). Emerging ideas have been “constantly compared” 

within and across interviews and field notes. I am also drawing on discourse analysis for the 

interpretation of my interviews. I will analyze certain longer portions of narrative to explore 

how certain terms and ideas are used to convey or shape understandings of repair, justice, or 

healing. Discourse analysis is important because, as Strega (2014) notes, pulling from 

Foucault, “language constructs and constitutes ‘reality’ rather than merely describing it, insofar 

as we can only apprehend, understand, and describe events and experiences through the words, 

language, and discourses that are available to us” (216).  

 

Thesis Outline 

This thesis is comprised of four chapters. Chapter one outlines a theoretical framework 

bringing together debates in transitional justice and feminist geography. I trace a brief 

genealogy of the concept of transitional justice, following its original conceptualization and 

critiques, before giving the reader a sense of the ongoing debates in the field. I consider how 

geographers have engaged with the concept, and also pull from feminist scholars who have 

done work in the Latin American and Guatemalan context to outline some of the potentials and 
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limitations of transitional justice practices. Then, I move to consider how feminist geographies, 

long concerned with violence and peace, can contribute to a fuller reading of the processes of 

repair and justice. I consider the emotional and affective turns in the discipline and how they 

build new ways to understand the relationship between the spaces, bodies, discourses and 

material of daily life in post-conflict contexts.   

Chapter two provides historical context into the conflict period in Guatemala, the peace 

process, and subsequent gains and challenges faced by those seeking to break silence around 

the gendered nature of violence during the conflict. I will pay specific attention to the work of 

feminist actors to push for the inclusion and visibility of gendered harm in narratives about the 

conflict, and their work to create tribunals, documents of historical memory, and legal 

proceedings around this harm. In this way, I open up a few critical windows that situate this 

research within an ongoing process of transitional justice and repair in Guatemala, as well as 

debates over the reverberations among processes of tribunal justice and other meanings and 

spaces of justice and repair.  

In chapter three, I look at how attention to a continuum of violence and commitment to 

survivor-centered justice influences the scope and breadth of the accompaniment strategies 

with women survivors in Guatemala. I will consider how these play out both discursively and 

then practically by looking at the example of the 2016 Sepur Zarco trial on sexual slavery. I 

show how the psychosocial and feminist framings of the work of the accompaniers resolve 

many of the critiques on the limits transitional justice, and allow for them to work both with 

cases of sexual violence from the present and the past in ways that are mutually constructive. 

Pulling from feminist geographies, I then consider the spatial configurations of the practices of 

accompaniment as they relate to survivor-centered justice. I show that it is through conducting	
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courtroom simulations and creating relationships of trust that pay attention to the emotional 

and affective relations between bodies and bodies, and through bodies and space that 

accompaniers are most successful in mitigating the re-traumatizing potential of court room 

spaces.  I will end this chapter with some of the critiques of court-based justice as they were 

articulated to me, and with a description of other kinds of restorative justice that are happening 

through the process of accompanying survivors.  

In chapter four, I consider what new subjectivities have emerged from the mobilization 

of survivors and accompaniers in these long-term processes. I will again consider some 

examples from the period of the Sepur Zarco trial, specifically the community tensions over the 

construction of a “victim figure” during the trial. In order to counter these concerns in a local 

universe where the community is to be valued above the individual, the Sepur Zarco women 

narrate their position as willing truth-tellers. This attention to the productive space between 

local meaning-making and national narratives deepens insight into the ways that survivors 

navigate their sometimes-fraught positions as survivor-celebrities and craft a sense of the 

reverberations of national gains in their local moral universe. Because the spaces of justice and 

healing are also inevitably created by and woven through with survivor’s emotional registers, I 

show how accompaniers manage working with the intensities that affect and emotion can 

generate at a collective and individual level. Included in this is a consideration of both the 

spaces that generate secondary trauma, and the embodied self-care techniques of the 

accompaniers. Finally, I consider the role of the body as a space for transitional justice, and as 

a space made to speak, that is also spoken through, to explain what memory, justice, and repair 

can offer survivors. This section speaks to both to geographers interested in the ways that 

violence and repair are embodied, and to the field of transitional justice, which is only 
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beginning to focus on the spatial practice of the body in achieving its aims.  

 

Organizational Landscape 

This work is limited in its scope. While I exceeded my original focus on ECAP, I was 

unable due to time constraints and the unpredictable nature of fieldwork to speak with all of the 

agencies and actors who work with women survivors of sexual violence in the wake of the 

armed conflict, even those just located in Guatemala City. The landscape and actors are also 

ever shifting and changing. Institutional and personal alliances formed around certain causes 

dissolve due to interpersonal or institutional differences. This leads me to insist that people 

matter in shaping institutions. I spoke with many actors who, depending on their training and 

background, had different ideological and epistemological leanings, which in turn, influenced 

how they (and thus their organization-at least in part) accompanies women survivors.  I offer 

here a brief description of those organizations and actors with whom I spoke in order to offer 

an institutional lay of the land to use as a reference during the later analysis in Chapter 3.  

Actoras de Cambio or Actors of Change 

Actoras de Cambio was founded in 2003 by Guatemalan and French feminists, Yolanda 

Aguilar and Amandine Fulchiron. They worked together with ECAP, the National Union of 

Guatemalan Women Unión Nacional de Mujeres Guatemaltecas, UNAMG, and other actors in 

Actoras de Cambio Consorcium (“Historia”). Together they led processes of accompaniment 

that resulted in a major report in 2009, called Weavings of the Soul: Memories of Mayan 

Women Survivors of Sexual Violence during the Armed Conflict. In 2008 the consortium split 

due to ideological differences. Actoras have continued working with women survivors of 

sexual violence from the war and in the present day. Their goal is to help construct territories 
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free of sexual violence, but they eschew court-based justice, preferring to work constructing 

justice through survivor networks in different communities.  

CALDH- Centro Para la Acción Legal en Derechos Humanos or Center for Human 
Rights Legal Action 
 

CALDH began work in the 1980s, in Washington DC. After the 1996 peace accords, 

they moved to Guatemala to provide legal advice to victims groups interested in pursuing 

justice. They have represented victims in legal cases such as the Maya Ixil genocide and 

CREOMPAZ case (“Justice for Genocide”, 2013). I spoke with Sara Alvarez Medrano, a 

therapist who was hired by CALDH and who has done psycho-emotional work and human 

rights training with women participating in the genocide trial in the Ixil region of Guatemala. 

Alongside her sisters, she is a founding member of Mujeres Mayas Kaqla. In our interviews, it 

was clear that her participation with Kaqla cannot be extracted from how she thinks of and 

does her work with CALDH.2  

ECAP – Equipo de Estudios Comunitarios y Acción Psycosocial or Community 
Studies and Psychosocial Action Team 
 

ECAP was founded by Guatemalan and international psychologists and anthropologists 

who came together after the signing of the peace accords in 1996. They began working with 

survivors of torture and political violence. They draw on the work of “liberation psychologist” 

Ignacio Martin Baró3 and his psychosocial framework to give accompaniment and trainings in 

human rights. They have always worked in collaboration with other organizations, like Actoras 

de Cambio, UNAMG, CALDH, the Guatemalan Forensic Anthropology Foundation 

Fundación de Antropología Forense de Guatemala (FAFG), and now with MTM. Their 

																																																																				
2	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
3	The founder of the psychosocial framework was Basque-Salvadoran social psychologist and Jesuit priest Ignacio 
Martín-Baró.  Murdered in 1989 in El Salvador, he proposed, drawing on the likes of Fanon, a “psychology that 
could explain and contribute to transforming the marginalization and impoverishment of the majority population” 
(Baró, 1994).	
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specific institutional goals are to, “contribute to the strengthening of capacities and abilities of 

political subjects to advocate for justice, recuperation of historical memory and dignification, 

and the contribute to the prevention and attention to violence, particularly against women, 

youth, indigenous peoples, human rights defenders and excluded sectors” (“Objectivos 

estrategicos”, 2014). Their gendered violence working group works in five regions of 

Guatemala: the Ixil region; the Polochic valley in Izabal; the department (province) of 

Huehuetenango; the department of Chimaltenango; and along Guatemala's southern Pacific 

coast with relocated displaced communities (known during the war as "communities of 

population in resistance"). While their central office is in Guatemala City, their team consists 

of psychologists, translators, and promotoras, or community health workers, who live in the 

regions in which they work.  

MTM- Mujeres Transformando el Mundo or Women Transforming the World  

This multidisciplinary team of feminist lawyers, social workers and psychologists grew 

out of the Guatemalan Institute of Comparative Studies in Criminal Science or the Instituto de 

estudios comparados de ciencias penales de Guatemala (ICCPG). A group of feminist lawyers 

at the ICCPG did a strategic litigation of the case of Juana Mendez, who was raped in a police 

station, and went on to do litigation accompaniment for women.4 They have their own 

methodology for psychosocial accompaniment, which they use in all cases except the Sepur 

Zarco trial because they were working in partnership with ECAP5. They work in more than 11 

departments in Guatemala, mainly with indigenous women who can’t as easily access legal 

justice. They work with present-day cases and cases from the past, and also do work with 

youth of all genders who have experienced sexual violence.  

																																																																				
4 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017. 
5 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017.	
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Mujeres Mayas Kaqla or Mayan Women Kaqla 

Mujeres Kaqla is a group of Maya women who came together from an emergent sense 

of necessity to find ways to heal themselves and each other in 1996.6 They work exploring 

many different therapeutic techniques from Maya tradition as well as others. They pair this 

with a critique of the historical conditions of violence, and work particularly with Maya 

women’s internalization of racism and gendered oppression (Tavara et al., 2017). They offer 

trainings, in which two members of ECAP’s team were participating during the time of this 

research.  

ODHAG- Officina de derechos humanos del Arzobispo de Guatemala- Office for 
Human Rights of the Archbishop of Guatemala 
 

This office, housed within the Catholic Church, works accompanying, promoting, and 

defending human rights. The originators of the Recovery of Historical Memory Project 

(REMHI) report “Guatemala: Nunca Más” Guatemala: Never Again, they continue working 

against impunity and for justice for victims. While they have their own psychosocial 

accompaniers, they collaborate with ECAP for their expertise in accompanying gender-based 

violence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																																				
6	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
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Chapter One: Transitional Justice and Feminist Geographies in 
Conversation 

 
This chapter will bring together transitional justice debates with feminist geography to 

argue that a feminist geographical understanding of space, the body, and the politics of 

everyday life can open up understandings of how justice and repair are constituted and enacted. 

I will begin by tracing a short genealogy of the concept of transitional justice and its critiques. 

Then, I briefly outline the contributions of geographers to the field, address feminist critiques 

that relate to how sexual violence is addressed in transitional justice practice, and discuss how 

theories from feminist geography offer new ways to understand how violence and repair 

reverberate in the everyday. These engagements with feminist geography, I suggest, are 

opportunities to expand existing transitional justice frameworks in response to their current 

critiques. 

"Transitional justice" is both an academic field and a set of normative practices enacted 

in the wake of periods of civil war or systematic political violence. It was first conceived of as 

a normative package of measures that included truth commissions, trials, amnesties, reparation 

policies and other “national reconciliation” projects (Balasco 2013). While its origins can be 

traced to earlier periods, the Nuremberg trials post-WWII are considered a point of inception 

for transitional justice, in part because “crimes against humanity” were conceived of and 

recognized first in these trials (Titel 2003; Brants and Klep 2013).  

The term transitional justice itself emerged in the 1980s and early 1990s to describe the 

post-Cold War transitions in power hailed as democracy in Eastern Europe, Africa and Latin 

America. In its earlier forms, it concerned the mechanisms needed to address human rights 

violations and support transitions away from authoritarianism (Balasco 2013). The 

implementation of transitional justice measures at the end of conflict periods has become a 
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normative part of peace-building over the last several decades, with the United Nations heavily 

involved in its implementation around the world (Sharp 2013).  

The establishment of the International Criminal Court (ICC) in 2002–an 

intergovernmental body and international tribunal with the jurisdiction to prosecute crimes 

against humanity– on the heels of the ad hoc international criminal tribunals in the Balkans and 

Rwanda serves as a marker of this normalization. Yet, critiques have emerged problematizing 

the formulaic approach of top-down measures focused on institutional reform and macro-

political changes (Colvin 2008), critiquing the underlying liberal telos that assumes a transition 

to “democracy” as part of progress (Colvin 2008; Hinton 2010). Others note that human rights 

abuses occur even in democracies, and critique the imperative that transitioning governments 

resemble Western democracy, given the insidious forms of colonialism this perpetuates (Lundy 

and McGovern 2008; Moyo 2012). Scholars also question framing the "transition" as an 

exceptional moment, a dividing line between the past and present, for the ways that this 

occludes ongoing processes of colonial, racist, and gendered violences, and suggest that these 

measures instead, “be analyzed in terms of their contribution to defining the new normal” 

(Merwe and Lykes 364). Indeed, all of the critiques have resulted in a paradox whereby doubts 

over the efficacy of the transitional justice project result in calls for ever more expansive 

missions and mandates of the same project (Balasco 2013). And, despite these critiques, 

transitional justice as normative practice (and field) still has significant purchase. Perhaps this 

is due to the ways international funding directs projects of governance, and/or because the 

issues that transitional justice frameworks address, memory, reconciliation, court-based justice, 

are still unresolved. 
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Gender in Transitional Justice 

Gender was not an explicit frame of analysis in initial conceptualizations and practices 

of transitional justice, despite connections drawn by feminist scholars between war and sexual 

and gendered violence (Giles and Hyndman 2004). Some of the “first-wave” truth 

commissions in Latin America in the late 1980s and early 1990s completely occluded the 

gendered nature of harm, although the stigmatized nature of these crimes presents a challenge 

to their documentation. This began to shift in the mid 1990s, as gender-based war crimes were 

brought to attention by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in 1993, 

and the International Criminal Tribunal of Rwanda in 1994 (Askin 1999; López Antillón and 

Martín Quintana, 2007). As noted by Crosby et al. (2016), “rape and sexual violence were 

prosecuted as genocide and crimes against humanity in the ad hoc tribunals for both these 

countries, and these violations were subsequently incorporated into the Rome Statute of the 

International Criminal Court” (267).  

The legal airing of the particular forms of gender-based violence that occur in war is an 

advancement, but there are questions as to the cost this kind of visibility has on survivors 

(Crosby et al. 2016). There are critiques of the way that testimony taking in court-based justice 

flattens out and disassembles the, “different theatres of memory[…]into one ‘truth’” (Brants 

and Klep 2013, 38). The legal apparatus also, requires systematization of testimonies to make 

them legible […] corresponding with the idea that a testimony is a fixed and repeatable story 

based on facts” (Brants and Klep 2013, 43). Narrations of traumatic experiences of harm often 

deviate from a linear and coherent structure. For this among others it has been asserted that, 

“legal forms of justice are not necessarily reparatory for women, and indeed present the very 

real possibility of re-victimization, stigmatization and ostracism because the law, not the 
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survivor, shapes the testimony” (Crosby et al. 2016, 268).  

It is important to note that category of “woman” is not stable. There are calls from 

feminists for a transitional justice that looks towards intersectional analysis to take into account 

other factors such as race, ethnicity, ability, sexuality, etc. in assessing and describing 

experiences of war and violence (Bueno-Hansen 2015). As part of this practice, scholars and 

practitioners are questioning what is made invisible when sexual harm is the only category of 

violence that garners recognition because, “sexual harm is not the only way in which war and 

genocide are gendered, and its reification within the legal domain can preclude a broader 

understanding of how violence is structured through gender, in intersection with other relations 

of power, including race” (Crosby et al. 2016, 267). The emphasis on victimhood/survivorhood 

of sexual harm as a political identity has also occluded research and greater understanding of 

the ways survivors cope with trauma and assert their resiliency in the places and spaces of 

everyday life.  

 

Subjectivities in Transitional Justice  

These critiques exceed the gendered dimensions of violence. Legalistic and human 

rights frameworks produce categories of legibility and visibility, which interpolate actors into 

particular subjectivities. The politics around victim or survivorhood has been explored in 

various post-conflict settings in Latin America. Vera Lugo (2016) in, A Sense of Justice: Legal 

Knowledge and Lived Experience in Latin America, explores the complicated identity politics 

of victimhood in the case of Colombia, noting that how survivors are understood and framed 

can lead both to access to reparation, but also stigma and a loss of dignity. Transitional justice 

thought of in this way works as a form of legal and social capital where victims, through 
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human rights and governmental and non-governmental institutions, use transitional justice 

language to become recognizable victim-citizens to a state that paradoxically harms and offers 

restitution. Theidon (2012) cautions that the production of certain forms of victimhood in, for 

example, courtrooms and other legal spaces, has lead to a pornographization of violence, which 

can re-traumatize and keep survivors in a perpetual victim-performing state. Waardt (2016) 

offers similar insights into the politics of victimhood from the context of Peru, with an 

emphasis on how internal and external modes of recognition influence identity, and how 

“vernacularizers,” those who are mediating and defining victimhood, influence which victims 

have legitimacy and access to redress.  

McAllister’s (2013) work on testimony taking in Guatemala seeks to find ways to listen 

to testimony without evacuating the revolutionary project and agency from the traumatic 

narrative that a humanitarian space requires. She argues that, “the call to ‘go on’ cannot sound 

in contemporary Guatemalan testimonio, focused as it is on restoring the integrity of victims’ 

‘everyday worlds[,]’” and suggests that new forms of listening must emerge outside the 

humanitarian apparatus to allow for these calls to be heard (98).  

Theidon’s (2016) work on post-conflict Peru brings a similarly fraught coding-over of 

survivor experience in psychological-support projects, which value a traumatized narrative but 

discount local Quechua understandings of harm. She describes how there were, “no projects 

providing elixirs for daños, no NGOs heading to the mountains with sacrifices for the apus. 

Interventions and their subjects must fit within a modernist paradigm: angry ancestors no, 

trauma yes. The modern subject of suffering is traumatized” (35). This coding is linked to the 

construction of alterity within the Peruvian context; the difference between a backwards and 

modern indigenous Peruvian subject might be linked to their beliefs about how they have been 
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harmed as,  “[h]ow one is ill both reflects and establishes social status” (33). To think of 

oneself or understand oneself as traumatized is to be a modern subject.   

Lest it seem as though only these “exceptional” transitional moments should be read as 

catalysts for new subjects, Linda Green’s (2000) ethnographic research on widows and widow 

mobilizing in Guatemala in the 1990s notes “how the multiple dimensions of survival—social, 

psychological, cultural, and political—operate within a dynamic of both structural and political 

violence” and how, “(s)tructural violence also permeates people’s subjectivities” (84). Thus, 

there is an interaction between these subjectivities to consider in the transitional justice 

landscape. 

 

Spaces of Justice  

The book A Sense of Justice: Legal Knowledge and Lived Experience in Latin America 

is a collaborative work of critical legal scholars and legal anthropologists who have become 

interested in the spatiality of transitional justice mechanisms. In their introduction, editors 

Sandra Brunnegger and Karen Faulk (2016) argue that it is only through ethnographic 

engagement with justice that we can, “move away from abstract concepts and access close-

textured descriptions of the meaning of justice and their impact in social life” (3). They offer 

the term “justice pluralism” to “refer to a coexistence of a plurality of meanings, ideas, and 

experiences attached to justice within spatial settings, scales and layers (4)."  

The critiques of court-based justice discussed above are important considerations. Yet, 

considering the spatiality of tribunal justice allows us to see it not as an iron cage; the 

reverberations between tribunal justice and other spaces of justice can be productive of more 

than a pornographization of violence. To this end, geographers, with their attention to space, 
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have a great deal to contribute to our understandings of the ways justice(es) play out in relation 

to tribunal justice.  

Unsurprisingly, geographic work on transitional justice to date looks at the 

spatialization of justice (Jeffrey 2011), the spatialization of genocide (Oglesby and Ross 2009), 

the spatialization of reconciliation (Harrowell 2016) and the practices and spaces of outreach 

and education enacted around war crimes cases (Jakala and Jeffrey 2017). These works disrupt 

the separation of formal and informal transitional justice spaces and practices arguing that they 

are mutually and spatially constitutive, piggybacking on critiques of transitional justice that 

overly focus on institutional spaces and formal processes.  

Jeffrey (2011) posits that legalistic understandings of transitional justice should not be 

allowed to obfuscate the other institutional and political settings in which they play out, and 

that the spatial practices of institutional actors are just as crucial to understanding transitional 

justice (345). He attends to the everyday spaces of legality suggesting that, “individuals are not 

benign recipients of legal discourses but actively constitute and resist these discourses through 

their everyday lives” (347-348).  

Harrowell (2016), drawing on Jeffrey’s work, suggests, there are, “…everyday spaces 

of reconciliation. The processes of reconciliation cannot be contained within the neat 

boundaries of such formally identified spaces…they must impact the daily lives and practices 

of the relevant communities” (5). She argues that the geographical contribution to 

understandings of transitional justice must pull on Geography’s engagement with place, space, 

and scale, drawing on Doreen Massey to define space as, “a product of social relations, a 

sphere of heterogeneity and something that is constantly being made and remade… an event, a 

particular moment in the intersection of social relations and personal histories” (Harrowell 
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2016, 3). In this framework, the moment of reconciliation is dependent on “space [being] 

transformed by a reconfiguration of the social relations that produce it, just as this space, its 

heterogeneity and malleability, makes reconciliation possible” (3). 	

Jakala and Jeffrey (2017) examine practices of communication, education, and outreach 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) considering how justice, peace building and pedagogy 

intersect and “how war crimes trials can shape a moral consensus that is formed and contested 

beyond the walls of courtrooms” (207). They critique the absence of these outreach processes 

in transitional justice, both in practice and for their not being “seen as a central component to 

the process” (210). As I will show, a central component of psychosocial accompaniment is 

precisely engagement with a pedagogy that can move beyond “learning and teaching, to think 

through the moments, sites and interactions through which subjects become empowered or 

form new capabilities” (207). 

 

Reparations and Repair 

Reparations are included as one facet in the United Nations definition of transitional 

justice. From an institutional standpoint, they include, “…medical and psychological services, 

health care, educational support…and also official public apologies, building museums and 

memorials, and establishing days of commemoration” (“United Nations Approach to 

Transitional Justice”). While these are important aims, often their results are seen as symbolic 

because, “in situations of massive violations of human rights such as the genocidal armed 

conflict in Guatemala, it is not possible to adequately compensate for what has been lost, that 

is, we cannot ‘repair the irreparable’” (Crosby et al 2016, 270). 

Engaging with any facet of transitional justice, including reparations, is inevitably a 
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foray into the multivalencies and ideological contests that play out in language. Rowen (2016) 

in the aptly named “We Don’t Believe in Transitional Justice,” demonstrates how conflictive 

defining transitional justice can be, calling for it to be situated not in theoretical or diagnostic 

practice, but in the contested and multiple manifestations, meanings, and rejections of these 

practices on the ground. He concludes that “transitional justice has little meaning in and of 

itself, and political actors such as policy makers and advocates appropriate the idea for their 

own, often contradictory or competing purposes” (3). Theidon (2013), to this end offers a 

useful concept, the “micropolitics of reconciliation,” suggesting the importance of attending to 

how it plays out in the every day lives of those who seek it. 

 

Individual and Collective Repair 

Part of the difficulty in looking at enacting transformation at a broad scale is the 

question of how to both engage with the individual and the collective. This requires careful 

conceptualizations of the relationship between the individual and the societal, and questioning 

at which scale reparations can and should be made. Walker (2016) critiques the urge to move 

to societally transformative justice at the risk of bypassing reparations for individuals. It is in 

laying claim to reparations based on sustaining harm or trauma that survivors are able to frame 

themselves as legal subjects and claim their rights at citizens.  

An overwhelming emphasis in the Guatemalan case working with survivors has been 

working in groups. Allison Crosby, an academic and activist who has been engaged in long-

term participatory processes with NGOs such as the Community Studies and Psychosocial 

Action Team Equipo de Estudios Comunitarios y Acción Psicosocial (ECAP), writes: “The 

core experiences of psychological trauma are disempowerment and disconnection from others. 

Recovery, therefore, is based on the empowerment of the survivor and the creation of new 
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connections. Recovery can only occur within the context of relationships; it can never occur in 

isolation” (Herman 1993 in Crosby 2009, 343).  

In “Creativity as an Intervention Strategy with Mayan Women in Guatemala” Crosby 

and her collaborator Brynton Lykes (2014) highlight how in Guatemala, where sexual violence 

is stigmatized, “[m]any of these women have been ostracized by their own communities, or 

accused of being ‘military women’” (31). The bonds women survivors of sexual violence have 

come to have in these contexts have been born of their strangeness vis-à-vis communities they 

might have formerly been welcome in. Lykes and Crosby (2104) describe their and their 

Guatemalan NGO collaborator’s relationships with Mayan women during long-term 

psychosocial support projects as one of “just enough trust” (33). Indigenous Kaqchikel women 

who were interviewed after the workshops, “attributed their ‘coming out of our fear’ as due to 

the intermediaries who work with them, ‘who have helped us very much.’ […] These women 

went on to say that ‘alone we can’t do anything’” (36).  

Crosby and Lykes (2016) borrow a term from anthropologist Venna Das, “the everyday 

work of repair” to emphasize the quotidian labor that happens around, in between, and through 

these support projects and the resulting bids on justice. This term was also employed, 

repair/repairing (albeit in Spanish-‘reparar/reparadora”) by those I interviewed. I will 

continue to use the term repair, which I will argue, incorporates many elements of reparations 

and it is outlined by the United Nations, but also includes other goals such as justice, 

education, social transformation, and even healing.  

Pulling from Brunnegger and Faulk, I will explore how these invocations are generative 

in defining and imaging where repair is or isn’t possible, and what it might look like. I have 

also chosen to use the term repair rather than reparation also because I feel it is inclusive of the 
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“everyday work” and can emerge from people’s communities and collective life processes. The 

tangle of actors, discourses, institutions, social and individual memories, mass graves and 

missing family members, women survivors of sexual and other violence, spiritual, material, 

and metaphysical remnants of the dead, individual and collective emotional and affective 

dimensions of the present moment in Guatemala can not be captured within the framework of 

transitional justice alone, wherein lies the utility of bridging it with other bodies of theory such 

as feminist geography. 

 

Feminist Geopolitics and Geographies  

The field of feminist geopolitics has not necessarily been concerned with transitional 

justice per say, but its attention to the everyday nature of the political is an important 

intervention to the field. Transitional justice projects must find ways to navigate the difficult 

task of addressing the legacies of human rights violations that also often continue after the 

supposed ‘transition’ as everyday violence. This is case with gender-based violence, which is 

perpetrated in wartime and in peacetime. Feminist geographers offer critical interventions to 

destabilize the wartime -peace time boundaries (Giles and Hyndman 2004). Rachel Pain’s 

work on intimate violences, particularly domestic violence questions what is framed in the 

geopolitical discourse as ‘peace’ or ‘war,’ and how to disrupt those categories by attending to 

experiences of violence at different scales and in different intimate and public spaces (2014). 

This critique is now showing up in transitional justice literatures. Troubling the boundaries of 

periods seen as violent and peaceful, Durbach (2016) reflecting on South Africa notes that 

there is more sexual and gender based violence today in post-apartheid South Africa than there 

was during apartheid. He argues that the “decontextualizing of ‘the act [of rape] from a 

situation of systemic violence and terror’ allowed the delinking of what was considered 
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‘ordinary’ or common crime from ‘extraordinary’ or political violence. This severing further 

permitted an assessment that either accepted sexual violence as the norm or denied its extent” 

(374).  

The making and unmaking of the ordinary and the extraordinary is very much at stake 

in the projects of feminist geography. Sara Koopman’s (2011) work on alter-geopolitics has 

looked previously at how human rights accompaniers in Colombia, “do their own geo- politics, 

but not just ‘from below,’ understood in terms of scale. They reweave the connections between 

the everyday and the global”(280). She draws on fellow feminist geographers Pain and Smith’s 

(2008) description of the geopolitical and the everyday existing in a fraught yet “inter-reliant 

and complementary” relationship (280). An analysis of the complementarity of the everyday 

and the political in the accompaniment of sexual violence survivors in Guatemala becomes 

possible through this framework. In order to make it safe for women to break silence, and not 

only break silence, but actively participate in the process of building peace and justice in their 

communities, psychosocial workers employ a variety of strategies that take into account the 

bodily security, emotional safety, and desires for justice that women survivors bring. Despite 

their sometimes privileged position(s) sometimes as foreigners, or as members of a 

professional class, accompaniers also must contend with their own safety, both bodily and 

emotional. The national, and international resonances and connections of accompaniers action 

with women survivors in Guatemala can be seen not only as creating bodily security for those 

who are or were are at risk, but as “making space” for justice and repair. Thus feminist 

geopolitics brings both a way to attend to human lives and bodies in the making and contesting 

of the political order not at the level of abstraction, but as it unfolds in the everyday. 

 

Emotional and Affective Geographies 
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Essential to this project is an engagement with emotion and its relation to the work of 

repair, to the body, and to space. The attention of geographers like Pain and others to emotional 

geopolitics (Pain 2009; Cuomo 2013; Williams and Boyce 2013) is critical to understanding 

emotions as collective forces that have politically generative power. Geographic work in 

emotional geographies and affect theory also trouble the separation of individual and collective 

and ask how space, emotion, and the transpersonal produce body-social memory (Till 2008).  

There are other calls to take space materiality seriously in the transmission of affect and 

the creation of emotion. This ranges from geographic studies of therapeutic landscapes (Gesler 

1992; Dobbs 1997; Kearnes and Collins 2000; Parr 1999) to the work of geographer Laketa 

(2016) and anthropologist Yashin-Navaro (2012) on space as it relates to the production of 

ethnic differences in post-war Bosnia and Herzegovina and Cyprus respectively. For Laketa, 

landscapes are  “[…] produced and reproduced through everyday rituals and habitual actions, 

and through sensory knowledges that are integral in making the world intelligible…landscape 

materialises immanently, engendering embodied effects, sometimes independently of the 

conscious and knowing subjects” (676).  

Yashin Navaro, pulling from Teresa Brennan, challenges the “subject-object, 

subjective-objective divide in psychoanalysis and western tradition to use an approach that 

‘attunes to affective transmission between human subjects (in relation with one another) and 

between human beings and the environment’…” arguing, that we ‘are not self-contained in 

terms of our energies. There is no secure distinction between the ‘individual’ and the 

‘environment’” (18). These understandings of space and its relation to experience allow for an 

even more inclusive prism through which to read transitional justice practice and the every day 

work of repair.  
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Feminist geography in engagement with transitional justice allows for new ways of 

questioning the wartime/peacetime binary, and gestures towards new ways that reparations in 

transitional justice practice can attend to spaces and the every day worlds of those who it 

purports to act in the interest of, victims and survivors of violations. An articulation of the 

bodies, objects, emotions, and discourses that come together to produce and define repair with 

women survivors in Guatemala allows us to consider transitional justice as emotional, affective 

and embodied and to see these things as also deeply political and even revolutionary. 
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Chapter Two: Gendered Crimes and Tenuous Transitions 

In this chapter, I will give the broad contours of the internal armed conflict in 

Guatemala, and the subsequent peace process. Then, I will explore the contributions of 

feminist actors to include a gendered perspective on the narratives circulating about the 

violences and resistances that occurred during the conflict. The projects of history making and 

taking are always fraught, shaped by and through power, and inevitably cannot capture the 

complexities of every lived experience. As Diane Nelson argues, “the labors of memory are… 

incomplete because of the resistance such massive and perverse violence presents to attempts 

at a final accounting” (Nelson, 21, 2009). The version re-told here is certainly abridged. Yet, it 

is thanks to the efforts and expenditures of the Catholic Church, the United Nations, and 

feminist activists, supported by international cooperation on truth commissions, that there have 

been efforts to reveal and reckon with what communities have reported they experienced from 

the war. These taken together can give a broader picture of the toll on human life exercised by 

those many actors in power and their international supporters during this time.  

Memory has become an arena of struggle in post-war Guatemala. Unlike truth-telling 

projects in other contexts, there were no pubic hearings as part of Guatemala’s peace process 

(Oglesby and Nelson 2016). It has been in a political climate of ambivalence to outright 

hostility that human rights organizations with participation from victims groups and civil 

society have set out to reveal the contours of the violence of the war, and link these accounts to 

Guatemala’s history of violence. Justice in Guatemala should not be thought of as an inevitable 

outcome of the peace processes, as I will show, it has been another arena of struggle. 

 

The Conflict  

 Guatemala is a majority Maya-indigenous country with an estimated indigenous population 
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somewhere between 45% and 60%. Historically, it was ruled by the landed and European 

descended elite, with the majority of the population excluded from political and economic 

power (CEH 1999). Scholars of the Guatemalan civil war generally mark the conflict as 

beginning in 1960 (Perera 1995; Schirmer 1998; Smith 1990; Warren 1998; O’Neill 2005). 

There were ten years of democratic socialist rule in Guatemala, 1944-1954, known as the “10 

Years of Spring,” which entailed among other things, dramatic land redistribution. A US 

backed coup in 1954 overthrew a democratically elected president. This was an essential 

catalyst for the subsequent years of military power.  

President Jacobo Arbenz’s practice of land redistribution—accentuated by the Cold 

War’s fear of communism— threatened the United Fruit Company, a US-based corporation 

and Guatemala’s biggest landowner. Following the coup, Guatemala’s government became 

increasingly militarized while other Ladinos (middle-class, non-indigenous Guatemalans) 

formed counterinsurgent guerrilla forces rooted in the ideologies of Marxism and liberation 

theology” (O’Neill 2005, 333). The warfare that endured and ensued was accentuated by 

particularly brutal moments of violence (1980-1983), and strategies of counterinsurgency that 

were directed, “not only against the bodies of those perceived as enemies, but at the integrity of 

subaltern forms of life an at the hearts and minds of the population as a whole” (Nelson and 

McAllister 2013, 5). While race in Guatemala certainly shaped the contours of the violence, 

Guatemalans scholars argue that, “(t)he essence of the conflict was not a war by the state 

against Mayans per se, but a repression against popular movements that challenged 

Guatemala’s exclusionary political, economic and social structures” (Oglesby and Ross 2009).   

In the end, the loss and destruction of life was staggering. The UN-sponsored Truth 

Report known as the Commission for Historical Clarification, or CEH, estimates that 200,000 
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people died and 40,000 were disappeared, of which more than 80% were Mayan (O’Neill 

2005, CEH 1999). Ninety-three percent of these human rights violations are attributed to the 

state. 

The early 1980s were a particularly bloody time, with counterinsurgency campaigns 

that included the likes of “Operation Sofia,” which borrowed on Maoist tactics, of ‘taking the 

water away from the fish’, to justify the mass killing of potentially sympathetic Maya 

communities throughout the country (Oglesby and Nelson 2016). Just as repair plays out in 

everyday ways and in the intimate spaces of communities, influenced by but not in the grand 

and imagined scales of the nation-state, so too did the violence in Guatemala. Diane Nelson 

and Carlotta McAllister (2013) describe in their Introduction to War By Other Means the 

conditions that many Guatemalans found themselves living in in 1982: 

In the rural area a million men and boys (out of a total population of about eight 

million) were forcivoluntariamente serving in the civil patrols (PAC), a 

paramilitary force organized by the army in which local men carried out 

surveillance, capture, and massacres against their neighbors and sometimes even 

family members. Many women in the highlands were captives, cooking, 

cleaning, and enduring gang rape by soldiers and patrollers, who were also 

sometimes family members (3). 

Mayans were victims of horrible crimes, and due to inscription into the PACs and the 

psychological dimensions of the war, were forced to and sometimes willingly perpetrated these 

crimes against one another. Yet, Oglesby and Ross (2009) write, they were not all passive 

victims “at the same time, thousands of people in the hard-hit communities were also 

participants and protagonists in broad struggles for political and social change“ (30). 
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A ‘Firm and Lasting’ Peace 

In 1996, after nearly a decade of halting peace negotiations, the umbrella insurgent 

group Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca (URNG) signed a final peace accord 

with the Guatemalan state. It promised a “firm and lasting peace,” with respect for human 

rights and ‘“(t)he genuine participation of citizens—both men and women— from all sectors of 

society”’ (MINUGUA 2003, 221–23). This peace did little to repair the country’s 

socioeconomic injustice (Molden 2017). However, it did mark an opening for many, both local 

and international to begin working in human rights7. 

 

First-Wave Truth Reports  

Two truth reports were produced out of this historical moment. The first is the RHEMI, 

or Recuperation of Historical Memory (REMHI) four-volume report, “Guatemala: Nunca 

Más” (Guatemala: Never Again). It was released as an informal part of the peace process in 

April 1998 by the Human Rights Office of the Archbishop of Guatemala. This report was 

considered a local effort to lay the groundwork for the peace accord-mandated Commission of 

Historical Clarification report (CEH). Archbishop Juan José Gerardi was killed two days after 

the report was released. 

The United Nations’ twelve-volume report, “Memory of Silence,” followed on the heels 

of REMHI. It was a much broader report, taking testimonies in communities that were not 

reached through REMHI efforts. Released in 1999, it documented 8,000 cases of massacres, 

torture, disappearances and other offenses, and importantly asserts that genocidal acts occurred 

during the war. The teams had only 18 months (from August 1997 to February 1999) to collect 

																																																																				
7	Interview by author with Olga Alicia Paz Bailey, Guatemala City, 7/24/2017.	
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and publish the report. As the human rights watchdog Impunity Watch notes, “[m]any victims 

did not have the chance to give their testimony to the CEH because they lived in distant 

communities, did not receive relevant information in a timely manner, feared reprisals and 

lacked sufficient protection guarantees from the state”(“Recognizing the Past” 2015, 14). It 

included recommendations to enact measures to,  “preserve the memory of the victims, to 

foster a culture of mutual respect and observance of human rights and to strengthen the 

democratic process” (CEH 1999, Vol I, p 42).   

In both the REMHI and CEH, the gendered dimension of harm were not an a priori 

category of analysis; rather, as my previous work has discussed, this emerged through the 

testimony-taking process (Patterson-Markowitz et. al 2012). Unfortunately, the sense of 

opening that occurred around the signing of the peace accords and subsequent efforts to right 

and write a truer version history were stifled by a 1999 agro-industrial elite sponsored 

referendum which halted the constitutional reforms intending to address the underlying 

structures of inequality (Molden 2016), specifically, the recognition of indigenous customary 

law. 

 

The Human Rights Boon  

Nelson and McAllister (2013) describe, “the postwar phenomena of international 

“cooperation” and nonprofit or nongovernmental organization (ONG in Spanish) funding, 

which have become a crucial actant in the war’s aftermath. The ONG-ización of the peace 

process, with its accompanying training, lobbying, legitimizing, and simple human solidarity, 

as well as its paternalistic meddling, has recombinantly transformed many conditions of 

possibility in Guatemala” (34). With a bankrupt state in the late 1980s and early 1990s the 

money coming in was catalyzing, and after the signing of the peace accords, “the stream 
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became a flood, energizing hopes, forming new leaders, and employing tens of thousands of 

people…By the late 2000s over $2 billion had been spent on ‘peace’” (34). While I will not 

linger on the economics of justice, it is certainly important to acknowledge that this influx has 

shaped and continues to shape the peace process and the rebuilding of life.  

 

After the Truth Reports 

The fight for historical memory and reparations has been ongoing since the publication 

of the CEH report. Some gains have been made through official channels. The Guatemalan 

government somewhat reticently, but following the recommendations of the CEH, created the 

Commission for Peace and Harmony in 2001 and the National Program for Reparations (PNR) 

in 2003. Importantly, these were both created by executive decree, rather than through a more 

robust legislative initiative (Evans 2012). The PNR initially, “did not define the violations that 

were to be compensated, the beneficiaries to be prioritized or what kind of reparations were to 

be distributed,” so it was not functional for another 2 years (Evans 2012, 146).  

Actors began also pursuing justice in sympathetic international courts, with the Inter-

American Court receiving over 200 cases by 2000. Inter-American Court cases are not criminal 

cases against individuals, but cases against the state for failing to provide justice. There are 

some glaring economic differences between the reparations national courts and the Inter-

American Court can offer, with victims receiving US$25,000 per person in a 2004 case in the 

Inter-American Court while victims received US$5,000 from the Guatemalan state for the 

same violation (Evans 2012). Still, survivors are pursuing justice in Guatemala. With Impunity 

Watch citing over 35,000 complaints from victims made to the Office of Public Prosecution 

(MP) in 2015. Still, the courts had at the time of the publication of their report in 2015, only 

tried 15 cases (“Recognizing the Past” 2015).  
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Trajectories of Gender in Transitional Justice in Guatemala 

As I traced in previous work (Patterson-Markowitz et. al), gender was not included a 

priori in the categories of harm documented by the truth commissions. This was, in part, due to 

the stigma and difficulty that women survivors had divulging these experiences; often, it was 

those who had not experienced gendered violence directly who reported on it.  A convergence 

of feminist actors recognized the value and limitations of the inclusion of gender based 

violence in the CEH report, which outlined the acts without addressing the structural violence 

underlying it (Crosby and Lykes 2011). There were shifts in the late 1990s around how gender 

based violence was approached in psychosocial and therapeutic contexts as well. Olga Alicia 

Paz Bailey described to me ECAP’s shifting gender consciousness: 

We were working in 1999- a feminist arrived and asked, ‘how are you all 

working with sexual violence?’ ‘We work with it in the groups on torture’ She 

told us ‘You can’t work on this this way, the women need their own space’. Her 

name was Yolanda Aguilar, she said ‘the women can’t be with the men talking 

about the most intimate violations’ ‘I don’t know if this ever has happened to 

you but for me it was moments, where you think you’re doing things the right 

way, but you realize you’re committing a profound error without realizing it! It 

was like taking a veil off and opening our eyes, and we said we have to form 

groups with women, but we didn’t know how. So we formed an alliance with 

UNAMG to get the tools about women’s rights8.  

These initial collaborations spawned the Actoras de Cambio Consortium. Cajax et al. 

(2016) describe the work done by this consortium with women survivors who “received 

																																																																				
8	Interview by author with Olga Alicia Paz Bailey, Guatemala City, 7/24/2017.	
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psychosocial support, formed mutual support groups and participated in a ground-breaking oral 

history research project …which resulted in the book The weavings of the soul: memories of 

Mayan women survivors of sexual violence during the armed conflict” (267-268).  This book 

has been referred to as “Guatemala’s third historical memory report” (268). What emerged 

from the long-term feminist engagement with 54 women survivors, besides the document, were 

demands for justice.  

After the report a new alliance was formed, the Alliance for Breaking Silence and 

Impunity (Alianza Rompiendo el Silencio y la Impunidad), made up of ECAP, UNAMG, and 

MTM, with a lot of support and collaboration from others in the human rights community. 

Inspired by the 2000 Women’s International War Crimes Tribunal on Japan’s Military Sexual 

Slavery, they decided to create the Tribunal of Conscience for Women Survivors of Sexual 

Violence during the Armed Conflict. The Tribunal was convened at the Universidad de San 

Carlos in Guatemala City in March 2010 with an audience of over 800 people, including 

members of the Guatemalan judiciary, state institutions, civil society, and human rights 

representatives. Anthropologists, feminists and lawyers gave expert testimony and three 

international women human rights advocates presided over the case (Azkue and Orellana 

2012).  

 The Alliance brought women survivors from five different regions of Guatemala to 

give testimony in Guatemala City. It was a nerve-wracking undertaking. Paula Barrios at 

MTM, who worked with the women, indicates that this was the first time they begin to think 

about what the formalities of a transitional justice case might look like.9 In particular, they 

decided to incorporate expert witnesses alongside the women giving their testimonies, which 

gave the tribunal its more official character. It was, for her, a first run-through/trial run with,  
																																																																				
9	Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017.	
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“victims testimonies, expert witnesses, and a symbolic sentence”10.  

In preparing for this public disclosure, though it was taking place far away from the 

women’s communities, the Alliance began to first approach community leaders and 

organizations in the communities to garner support for the women’s participation in the 

Tribunal. They also engaged in psychosocial intervention with the women’s direct family 

members so as to sensitize them about the rights of women and the unfair stigma placed on 

survivors. They also took other safety precautions, the women’s faces themselves were not 

visible during the testimony, to protect their anonymity. In their home communities, however, 

such a measure would not be sufficient to protect their identity.  According to the Alliance, this 

is the first time that survivors and activists came together in a widely publicized public space to 

accuse the Guatemalan state of perpetrating sexual violence during the war as part of its racist, 

patriarchal, genocidal strategy (Azkue and Orellana 2012).  

From this run-through, several different groups of survivors continued to move forward 

with the Alliance towards legal justice. Fifteen Q’eqchi’ women emerging from the process 

participated in the Sepur Zarco Trial on Sexual Slavery 

 

Two Important Cases  

There have been two particularly groundbreaking cases, tried in Guatemalan national courts 

in 2013 and 2016. These cases are the culminations of efforts long in motion to prosecute crimes 

against humanity and genocide in a national court, and they are emblematic of strategic litigation. 

Strategic litigation combines, “ legal, political, and social measures that are applied in a concrete, 

high-profile case that seeks to transform society” (Cajax et al. 2017, 12). In 2013, Efrain Rios 

Montt and his generals were put on trial for intellectual authorship of brutal campaigns that 

																																																																				
10 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017.	
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amounted to genocide against Maya indigenous people in the Ixil region. This was the first time 

that, “the army’s entire counterinsurgency strategy was laid out in public hearings in such graphic 

detail” (Oglesby and Nelson 2016, 134). He was found guilty, though after the verdict, the sentence 

was vacated on an amparo, a technicality endemic to the Guatemalan legal system.11 Twelve Ixil 

women survivors of sexual violence gave their testimonies during the trial. The judges’ decision to 

link sexual violence to part of an intentional strategy to destroy the Maya-Ixil ethnic group created a 

judicial precedent for discussions of these crimes both nationally and internationally paving the way 

in part for the subsequent Sepur Zarco trial on sexual slavery (Oglesby and Nelson 2016).   

In 2011, a criminal complaint was filed by fifteen Maya Q’eqchi’ women with the 

Alliance to Break the Silence and Impunity, in a First Circuit Court on Criminal Offenses, 

Drug- Trafficking, and Crimes against the Environment in the Puerto Barrios, Izabal. Cajax et. 

al (2016) elaborate:  

The complaint specified genocide and crimes against humanity based on the 

women’s sexual and domestic enslavement in the Sepur Zarco base in El Estor, 

Izabal for extended periods between 1982 and 1986. In September 2012 the 

women gave testimony in the preliminary hearing, which was held in the 

national courts in Guatemala City due to security concerns, given that the 

perpetrators, who live in the same communities as the plaintiffs, had not yet 

been arrested. In June 2012, arrest warrants were issued for two perpetrators, 

Lieutenant Colonel Esteelmer Reyes Girón, the former commander of the Sepur 

Zarco military base, and Heriberto Valdéz Asij, the former military 
																																																																				

11 For a more detailed account, see Oglesby and Nelson (2016). 

.	
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commissioner in the region. On 14 October 2014, the Court for High Risk 

Crimes in Guatemala City ruled that there was sufficient evidence to begin 

criminal proceedings against them for crimes against humanity. 

The Alliance, made up of ECAP, MTM and UNAMG, saw the case as an opportunity 

for strategic litigation that could, “establish a conceptual and legal precedent that opens the 

possibility for official and public acknowledgement of sexual and domestic slavery as a pattern 

within the military strategy that should be prosecuted and eliminated from military practices” 

(Cajax et al. 2017, 13). They drew on criminal and international human rights, humanitarian 

law, and women’s rights to frame the case. The 15 women, who would later be known as the 

women of Sepur Zarco formed the Jalok U Collective (“jalok u” translating to transformation 

or change in the Q’eqchi’ Mayan language) in 2014 to join the case as co-plaintiffs (7).  

The Ixil genocide case and the Sepur Zarco case were heard by high-risk courts, created 

in 2009 “to handle cases with high-level social impact; they require special security measures 

to protect the justice workers, witnesses, and other people involved in the proceedings” 

(Recognizing the past 35).  These cases were highly contentious and resisted. Oglesby and 

Nelson describe some of the opposition by the Foundation Against Terrorism (FTC), a 

‘shadowy group made up of these Cold War remnants’ who circulated a “A (pricey) twenty-

page insert in the major Guatemalan daily newspapers during the trial, for example, paid for by 

the FTC, proclaimed the genocide trial a ‘farce’ spearheaded by a ‘Marxist conspiracy’ of 

‘guerrillas turned human rights activists’ in tandem with ‘traitors’ within the Catholic Church” 

(136). This rhetoric is chillingly reminiscent of the wartime, and potent in the ways it seeks to 

link and discredit human rights activist as former revolutionaries, suggesting that they are still 

the internal enemy. 
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In the case of Sepur Zarco, against similar opposition, the court would eventually find 

the two military men guilty of crimes against humanity, sexual violence and sexual and 

domestic slavery and order a series of reparative measures.  While these cases set important 

presidents for human rights, neither the Ixil genocide trial nor the Sepur Zarco trial happened 

in a number of months or even years. In the case of Sepur Zarco it took over a decade of 

collaboration between NGOs, 15 women survivors, lawyers, accompaniers, translators, and the 

Guatemalan legal system, as I hope the history here has indicated. Before I move to trace some 

of the everyday work and complexities of this process in the encounters of subjects, material, 

discourses, and ideologies, I want to address in a little more depth the complex racial dynamics 

in Guatemala that continue to unfold around indigeneity.  

 

Race in Guatemala 

Clearly one cannot talk about transitional justice in Guatemala without talking 

about race, class, urban rural, gender dynamics, and a host of other factors that shaped the 

experience of Guatemalans before during and after the conflict. The ideologies of colonialism, 

which come with a history of oppressing and exploiting indigenous bodies, shot through the 

ways that other ideologies about maintaining power in a cold-war context played out in the 

landscapes. These unique assemblages of violence, resistance, of both these things happening 

simultaneously, of daily life being lived, and interrupted, cannot all be accounted for or given 

the space they deserve here. Nevertheless, certain themes emerge from these individual stories; 

these become the dominant narratives of truth commissions, of academic papers, of victim’s 

organizations, of ECAP.  

 As Viaene (2010) writes, the “peace agreements of 1996 not only ended the conflict, 

but also presented a commitment to redefine the nation-state as ‘multi- ethnic and pluri-
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cultural’…the Agreement on the Rights and Identity of Indigenous Peoples (signed in 1995) 

expresses this official commitment, calling for constitutional and legal recognition of Mayan 

organizational forms, political practices and customary law, plus the cultural and socio-

economic rights of indigenous people. Yet… indigenous movements, by advancing their claims 

through the law, have used legal discourses of international human rights and multiculturalism, 

projecting an essentialized, idealized and atemporal vision of harmonious and millenarian 

Mayan culture for greater autonomy and representation” (292-293). To add to this 

homogenizing pressure to perform an essentialized Maya subject for the law, the broader 

acceptance of a genocide also creates pressure for “the performance of…the Maya as victim” 

(Oglesby and Ross 2009, 35). 

I will use terms like Maya and indigenous, often.  I want to clarify that I neither want to 

essentialize this identity, not to assume homogeneity within this category. What being Maya 

means is being actively produced and contested. As is what it means to be non-indigenous in 

Guatemala. The work of anthropologist Charles Hale is helpful for considering these processes 

that produce this difference. In his book Más Que Un Indio (2006), he explores some of these 

same binary framings through the concept of the “ladino political imaginary.” Ladinos are 

those Guatemalans who identify with Spanish heritage, and do not in behavior, language or 

dress engage in the daily practices that are considered to constitute indigeneity. A founding 

premise of ladino identity is a claim on inhabiting the modern/present. Indeed the threats to 

shoring up ladino privilege assume their shape in the figure of an insurrectionary indian who 

emerges,  “when Mayas make strong, independent claims on modernity; when assumptions of 

isomorphism between ladino culture and national culture is called into question; and when 

doubts regarding substantive content and ‘national potential’ of ladino identity come to the 
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fore” (161).  

Hale notes how different strategies of governance of indigeneity have emerged with the 

adoption of the neoliberal economic model. As, “brute coercion fades to hegemony,” there has 

been an embrace of ‘neoliberal multiculturalism’ where there exists support for cultural 

recognition, “with formidable barriers to any Maya initiative that would seek to proactively 

transform the societal distribution of resources or the political arrangements that would confer 

the power to make such transformations” (144). This critique opens some interesting questions 

as to the potential and limitations of legalistic processes that must rely on legalistic 

interpretations and formations of indigeneity for history making, and also for transformation.  

Ross and Oglesby (2009) question the processes of history making through the genocide trials 

asking, “What is being remembered and what is forgotten?” (35).  

Guatemalan scholar Velásquez Nimatuj still finds hope in the victories of Guatemalan 

women in courts “that [do not] recognize their maternal languages, that racializes them as 

culturally inferior, and as beings who do not feel, do not suffer, do not dream’” (Nimatuj 

quoted in Cajax et. al, 268-269). The critiques of transitional justice in the last chapter, its 

ability to influence subjectivities, the benefits and limitations of the “transitional” framework 

provide valuable tools for thinking through how strategic litigation for social transformation is 

perhaps but one of many paths to repair. As I will show, there are ways that justice is being 

defined with women survivors both within and outside of legal spaces in Guatemala. Justice 

and repair also do not dwell in courtrooms, but pass through and are experienced by survivors 

in their relationship to each other, their communities and even their bodies.  
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Chapter Three: The Continuum of Violence & Survivor Centered Justice 
 

As geographer-transitional justice scholar Alex Jeffrey (2011) has noted in the case of 

BiH, there are “innovative configurations of space, law and justice that operate outside of the 

formal legal processes. These situated knowledges challenge a narrow legalistic understanding 

of transitional justice and illustrate the production of new imaginaries of justice and the future” 

(345). I locate the work of accompaniment both inside and outside the formal legal processes 

referred to by Jeffrey.  I am not interested in making claims about what is or is not “transitional 

justice.” It was not uncommon for me to go through an interview where transitional justice was 

never mentioned once, or if it was mentioned, it was solicited first by my using the term. In this 

chapter, I want to focus on the discursive and theoretical framings that underlie the work of 

feminist and psychosocial accompaniers and their collaborators in Guatemala. I will show how 

conceptually, “the continuum of violence” and “survivor-centered justice,” enable the creation 

of certain spaces and practices of repair, both in and outside of courtrooms. In the last part of 

this chapter, I will consider what kinds of critiques of tribunal justice never the less persist in 

the Guatemalan context. 

 

The Continuum of Violence 

Everyone with whom I spoke shared an analysis of the historical factors that produced 

the present day in Guatemala: an intersection of colonial and patriarchal violence. A 

psychosocial worker at ODHAG put it bluntly, “We’re not dumb, we know that there is a 

continuum of violence that takes off/begins in the conquest and colonization, with the national 

state and its liberal character, that depends on the consolidation of the oligarchy in the ‘liberal’ 
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state, and which arrives at its racist and violent cusp during the internal armed conflict.”12  

 This divergence from a framing of a “conflict” and “post-conflict” generates specific critiques 

of and ways of thinking about the propositions of transitional justice. For Olga Alicia Paz 

Bailey, one of the original psychologists and founders of ECAP who now works with the 

international watchdog organization Impunity Watch, this has meant a strong critique of the 

notion of a reconciliation that would come before or at the expense of other processes of justice 

and historical memory. ECAP’s founders intended their work to foster social transformation 

by,  

[…] claiming, not denying the past, because everyone in that time [after the 

peace process] said ‘reconciliation’ the word reconciliation was everywhere, 

and we were saying you can’t reconcile if there is no truth and justice 

first…Guatemala historically had various genocides from the time of the 

Spanish conquest, and one social group was always oppressed, exploited, the 

indigenous and the campesinos. So why ask for reconciliation when we have 

never been reconciled, there have always been destructive and oppressive 

forces?...and now the trials come [everyone is] saying let’s reconcile, re- as if 

there was peace before!13  

Olga narrates a history where similar violations have repeated over centuries, for the 

indigenous and peasant populations of Guatemala, which are historically often one and the 

same. As Dianne Nelson and Carlotta McAllister (2013) argue,  “Trying to study the past, 

study people who are working with the living embodied past-in memory, in trauma, in hope, in 

a need for justice and social transformation- and working with the present at the same time is 

																																																																				
12	Interview by author with psychosocial worker, Guatemala City, 8/5/2017.	
13	Interview by author with Olga Alicia Paz Bailey, Guatemala City, 7/24/2017.	
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challenging to bracket because life has kept moving” (29). 

 

Sexual Violence14 in the Continuum 
 

From the beginning it was possible to see that they were hurting. They thought that sexual violence was 
their fault, so when ECAP started to give workshops they worked with “blame, shame, fear, sadness,” 
from there they started to understand that when they were raped, rejected in the communities, 
discriminated against, when the people said they were military women, that it wasn’t their fault. ECAP 
really worked on this, that it wasn’t their fault.15  

 
We started in groups because it allowed other women to see that others had lived the same thing [sexual 
violence], to recognize the hurt/pain and together see all of the impact that the deeds had at an 
individual level… some of them for having told their husbands about it had been mistreated, so they 
preferred to not talk about it. So I think the group was the biggest enabling factor, because it allowed 
them to recognize the pain in another and in themselves… It was really hard for them to talk about what 
they lived in the past. Because of the fact that they continue living in violence and their conditions of 
life are bad, so they are drowning in the pain of the present and in the pain of the past. 16  

 
 

These organizations incorporate an understanding of sexual violence into the 

continuum of violence. Two slightly different, but related binaries are disrupted in this 

orientation. The first is the wartime/peacetime separation.  Activists disrupt the notion that 

sexual and other violence that occurred during the war can only be experienced as different or 

separate from the sexual violence that permeates women’s day-to-day lives. This extends 

beyond the lives of indigenous women survivors into the relations and violences that 

sometimes permeate the organizations themselves.17 This is not to say that these violences are 

all the same or are treated in the same way. Certainly, in a court of law, sexual violence that is 

framed as part of a genocidal strategy during a recognizable “conflict” will be strategically 

litigated against differently than a case of sexual violence from the present-day. Yet, the 

continuum perspective points to the historical and ongoing threads of violence against women, 

																																																																				
14	I use “sexual violence” instead of gender based violence because that is how the interviewees language the 
harm they are addressing.	
15	Interview by author with Amalia Sub, Guatemala City, 7/6/2017.	
16	Interview by author with Paula Martinez, Guatemala City, 7/27/2017.	
17	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
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particularly indigenous women, which do not only begin or end with the “conflict” period.  

 

Breaking Silence 

A central part of the work of repair for survivor accompaniment organizations begins 

with breaking silences and stigma around experiences of sexual violence. Drawing on feminist 

epistemologies, the accompaniers identify the stigma and shame women experience as part of 

systems and relations of patriarchy, facets of the continuum of violence. Their work breaking 

silence adheres to the goals outlined in a psychosocial framework, which, “often involves 

research and other conscientizing efforts with others to construct ‘liberating knowledge’… 

knowledge that will assist in transforming status quo arrangements that undermine the integrity 

of body and mind, relations between self and other, and between one community and another” 

(Watkins, 2015, 327). Indeed, an essential part of the process of breaking silence was 

collecting life stories18 as a kind of testimony, thus making an unspoken history legible by 

moving it into the (still contested but at least documented) collective memory. Life histories 

were described to me as more inclusive of a full range of life experience, not just focused on 

the harm required for highly codified testimonies of “court-centered” justice.  

In psychosocial accompaniment, the role of witnessing is crucial, “when the events or 

conditions suffered have been repressed or denied by the wider culture. The creation of 

opportunities for testimony enables those who have suffered violence and social exclusion to 

exercise their agency and to bring their experience into the public arena to be acknowledged 

and witnessed…in addition to educating a wider public about needed changes” (327-328). 

Within this logic, the goal of breaking silence around gender based violence and visibilizing it 

through testimony is coherent. Indeed, interviewees stressed, the psychosocial work is essential 

																																																																				
18Interview by author with Olga Alicia Paz Bailey, Guatemala City, 7/24/2017.	
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for the tribunal justice: “psychosocial work is about constructing, that is the contribution we 

make, it’s the base of everything, if they [the victims] couldn’t give their testimony, we 

couldn’t have arrived where we are, and I think the legal side of this has to recognize that 

psychosocial work is fundamental for moving forward.”19 Such a framework for 

understanding witnessing might be contested by more critical assessments of testimony taking 

that call into question the limited kinds of listening/ways of hearing testimony available when a 

humanitarian apparatus is in motion (McAllister, 2013) and even the important role of silence 

in maintaining life and living with ‘poisonous knowledge’ (Das 2007, in McAllister 2013).  

Indeed in Chupol, Guatemala,  

[…] the combination of Chupolense aversion to questioning and reluctance to 

give voice to ‘poisonous knowledge’ …poses a challenge to therapeutic 

interventions…To the dismay of conveners, who hoped to instill a culture of 

compassionate witnessing in Chupol [in a mental health workshop], participants 

universally preferred among three possible ‘listening strategies’ the one in 

which someone who comes upon a sad friend says hello and walks on without 

mentioning her distress, instead of the conveners’ preferred alternative, asking 

her what is wrong. (McAllister 2013, 105) 

While the difficulty of breaking silence and convincing women to share their 

experience of sexual violence was prevalent in my interviews, survivors’ silence in the process 

of accompaniment was held patiently through processes of relationship building: “It took the 

women in Huehuetenango two years to talk about what had happened to them.”20 They worked 

intentionally to move away from defining women only as survivors of sexual violence, instead 
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inviting and including the many elements of their life histories. The women survivors were not 

defined by their experience of sexual violence, and there was time to elaborate and build up the 

other parts of their lives. “We talked about their childhood, their social ties, their friends, what 

were the rituals they did in their community, their favorite toy, everything that was important to 

her.”21  

In this way, accompaniers avoid an overemphasis on victimhood that can occlude space 

for the stories of the ways that women assert their resiliency in the places and spaces of 

everyday life (Crosby et a. 2016). They also make space for the narration of other violences 

outside of sexual harm, allowing for, “a broader understanding of how violence is structured 

through gender, in intersection with other relations of power, including race” (Crosby et al. 

2016, 267).  

Accompaniers took time to figure out what the women survivors’ concerns were. “It 

wasn’t that they weren’t raped, and they were afraid to say, what they were most afraid of was 

that their husbands would kick them out or hit them if they said what happened to them.”22 

From identifying these concerns, they could be strategic about accompanying in a way that  

created as much safety as possible.  

Prior to the 2013 Ixil genocide trial and the 2016 Sepur Zarco case, “breaking silence” 

survivor stories were shared in relative secrecy. This meant moving the women into ”safe” 

spaces outside of their communities away from the possibility of being discovered. Paula 

Martinez, the head ECAP’s gendered violence working describes: 

Trust doesn’t happen right away…we’d say [in the community] we were health 

workers, or that we worked on literacy…and we brought the women outside the 
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community to other places because they couldn’t work there it was too 

complicated…we’d take them to a neutral place, lets say, one that isn’t linked to 

anything, which would usually mean the provincial capital, because the women 

lived in the villages or in little towns.23  

Finding spaces not “linked to anything” means that these accompaniers are taking into 

account the ways that space can activate traumatic memory, or be a material representation of 

the ongoing conditions of stigma and blame that exist in the present.  

 

Working With “Casos Actuales,” or Present-Day Cases 
 

Working with present-day cases influences how accompaniment organizations support 

women survivors of sexual violence. For ECAP’s gendered violence working group, their point 

of departure was survivors from the war, but they found that they had to expand their scope to 

give attention to the current violences that women continue living.  They articulate this through 

the idea of a “continuum of violence against women.”24 They also challenge the idea that it is 

possible to parse out experiences of wartime sexual violence from other wartime violences 

because they find that in women’s memories, “the sexual violence would be linked to the 

forced disappearance of the husband, with the murder of a child, so there were many 

harms/hurts together, so we had to work on this with them.”25 ECAP’s gendered violence 

group is now even doing work with transgenerational trauma, working on various processes of 

historical memory with children and grandchildren in the Sepur community.26 They have been 

engaging the youth through music, theater, and art projects that narrate the experiences of their 
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community during the war.  

One benefit of engaging with “casos actuales” or present-day cases, is that they are 

informed by, and inform, the work organizations continue to do with survivors from the 

conflict.  MTM’s very first case was a strategic litigation from 2005-2008 for Doña Juana 

Méndez Rodríguez vs. Agent of the National Civil Police, Antonio Rutilo Matías López. Juana 

Mendez, a Maya-K’iche’ woman was raped in a police station in Nebaj in 2005. From this 

case, MTM went on to litigation around sexual violence with survivors from the war, as well as 

other present-day cases. 27 

The two ECAP promotoras I interviewed from the Polochic region are providing 

support and translation for women survivors of “la violencia actual,” or current violence, in the 

case of Lote Ocho. In this community, women were raped by armed security as part of a forced 

displacement in 2007. A Canadian nickel mining company with claims on the land employed 

the security.  ECAP is providing the psychosocial accompaniment to the women, who through 

the help of Klippensteins, a Toronto-based law firm, are bringing the case, Caal vs. Hudbay 

Mineral Inc. to a court in Canada. Paula Martinez, the director of ECAP’s gendered violence 

team drew the connection between this case and the violence of the past saying, “the 

particularity is that they are in the same territory as the women from Sepur Zarco… there, 

dispossessions continue in many forms.”28 

 

The Past Informs the Present Informs the Past 

The ability to work strategically with ongoing violence from both the conflict and the 

more recent present emerges from a theoretical understanding of the continuum of violence, as 
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well as specific methodological choices of long-term engagement. As Paula Martinez 

explained:  

We have to do a lot of close work, the home visits really help with this, there is 

a lot of rebuilding social fabric…we don’t just work with the women, we work 

with their local network …This has served as experience as we open new cases. 

The experience from the past has been useful with the current cases, especially 

where there have been displacements and as part of the displacement, women 

have been raped.29 

 Long-term community engagement allows for broader community intervention. 

Knowledge is gained through these processes about how to accompany cases of sexual 

violence relating to the conflict, and to violences lived in the present. These processes 

articulate in the intimate spaces of the home visits to the social fabric of the communities, and 

even to the courtrooms in Canada, in the case of Lote Ocho.  

This is not only true for ECAP. Paula Barrios from MTM shared how the relationships 

they forged in Sepur, through collaboration with ECAP and UNAMG over the many years of 

the unfolding trial, had an impact on how the community is addressing gender-based violence 

today. “They [local leaders and community members in the Polochic] have referred more cases 

to us, we have 15 cases of girls who were raped in these communities, where before they 

wouldn’t have referred cases to us, which doesn’t mean that there were no cases but just that 

they simply wouldn’t have considered it a crime. Now local authorities believe that it should be 

reported.”30  MTM’s legal work around the violence of the past has built their credibility within 

the Polochic valley, and in turn has transformed the way that gender based violence is viewed 
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and responded to in the community in the present. It seems unlikely that without their long-

term and sustained efforts at engaging not just survivors but communities that such a shift 

would be possible. Granted, MTM offers formal legal accompaniment, as opposed to other 

forms of local justice. These kinds of justice are not always oriented towards the same 

outcomes, as I will explore more below.  

Not all psychosocial workers do work with present-day cases. A psychosocial worker I 

spoke with at ODHAG (the Catholic Church's human rights office) has a specific mandate 

accompanying victims in the preparation of a major human rights case from the war years. 

However, even for this person there is hope that the work of psychosocial accompaniment 

extends beyond addressing the past, “we can’t focus on the violences of the present, but we can 

problematize the violences of the present through the comprehension of violences of the past, 

and motivate, or incentivize, or support people to confront the violence of the past through 

transitional justice, but also motivate them so that they can confront the violences of the 

present: indigenous rights, environmental rights.”31 

 

Migration as a Past/Present Violence 

During my fieldwork, I noticed frequent references were made about the migration of 

women survivor’s husbands and children to the United States. Nelson and McAllister (2013) 

emphasize that migration is one major feature in present day Guatemala that complicates 

working only with the past. Indeed, while I was there, stories of migration to the US emerged 

in nearly every taxi ride and casual interaction with a stranger. Nelson and McAllister assert 

that migration also can be reminiscent of wartime suffering as, “absence of loved ones recalls 

wartime losses” (29). While for many, “migration to the United States is an escape valve, a 
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solution, a salvation… it is an individualist one that also destroys families, communities, and 

collective projects…” (32).  

 In the region of Chimaltenago, a group of the women survivors requested that ECAP 

begin working with their husbands on masculinity. Out of the 52 women involved in the region 

however, only 10 have husbands present. The rest who were not killed during the conflict have 

subsequently migrated.32 And not just men migrate. ECAP recently created a new working 

group specializing in the impacts of migration on women, particularly looking at the gender-

based violence that women migrants face while traveling to the United States.  

 

The Continuum of Resistance 

CALDH has published material not only on the continuum of violence and but also on a 

“continuum of resistance”.  As Sara Alvarez Medrano explained: 

We began this work and it was so painful to see once and again, here is the pre-

Hispanic time of the Maya civilization, then there is the invasion, 

colonization…10 years of supposed democracy, then the civil war, the 

displacements…and it’s like PAH-PAH-PAH the whole history of our country. 

Its such a profound pain, and so we said okay, facing this continuum of violence 

there is a continuum or resistance, so we could see both sides of the coin right? 

We’ve done some workshops on historical memory with the women about 

this.33 

She and a few other team members at CALDH have provided accompaniment for the 

women giving testimony about sexual violence and the other human rights violations they 
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faced as part of the Ixil genocide trial. Their methodology involved doing “formacion en 

derechos humanos” or training people in human rights. Work with a select group of women 

leaders who convene, they also found a need to address present day violence:  

We have processes with 30 women who have become facilitators, and return to 

their home territories to work. That’s the format we have, we came up with it in 

function of our capacity, and the women have validated/approved of it…These 

women, the majority of them are survivors…and what happens is of course 

there is the whole theme of genocide, the genocide case, but many of these 

women are living cases of current violence in their families, sexual abuse. So 

we also accompany the current cases of violence, which CALDH is not an 

expert at, but we look to the Ixil Network [for help].34 

CALDH, faced with the ongoing reality of the violences against women, has adjusted 

their objectives to include present-day violence. To confront these violences, they work 

expanding the reach of human rights trainings as a form of resistance. In the excerpt above 

Sara also challenges what might otherwise be a center-periphery geography of their work 

between capital-based psychologists and Ixil communities, articulating how CALDH draws on 

the existing capacity and expertise of the Ixil Network, a local group in the Ixil region that 

supports women survivors of sexual violence.  

 

Questioning the Transition  

These accompaniment organizations assert that sexual violence cannot be isolated to 

experiences of the war, and the sexual violence that occurred during the war and after must be 

read, in part, through lens of a racist and patriarchal continuum of violence. As feminist 
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geographers have argued, “gender makes any distinction between war and peace or prewar and 

postwar meaningless, as gendered violence and other inequalities persist from one to the next”  

(Pain 2015, 66). Virginia Gálvez, a psychologist with Actoras de Cambio, articulates this 

another way, “When you work on women’s life histories, other things come out, there are no 

sides, they are regularly in the middle of the aggressions. Sometimes the war was not the first 

time they were raped, it happens in their family, in their communities, by a neighbor. The 

patriarchy emerges, in all of its forms. It traverses everything, even victims organizations. It is 

woven through the social fabric of the communities.”35  

Thus, what is war and what is peace for these women survivors of ongoing and 

systematic sexual violence in Guatemala? What does the “transitional” period mean to them? 

The dissolution of war/peace binaries not only permeates the lives of victims, but also the lives 

of those working with victims, something that certain organizations are attempting to address. 

Sara Alvarez Medrano acknowledges the challenge: 

 We talk about genocide, dispossession, but the machista [patriarchal] violence 

continues…it’s your own community members, your own husband, your daily 

life. In CALDH we have worked hard internally to address this…there would be 

an incoherence, we [CALDH] win a case about genocide, where we prove that 

acts of sexual violence occurred, and within the organization what is 

happening?!36  

She reveals the close-to-home irony of doing work to decry a form of violence from the 

past, while its related and perhaps more pervasive form permeates the organizations that are 

seeking to address it. I read this as an efforts to avoid reinscription of a, “certain kind of spatial 
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hierarchy” (Pain and Staeheli 2014, 345), that produces violence as elsewhere but not in the 

intimate realm. I would be remiss to not also acknowledge that these forms of violence do not 

just happen with alarming regularity in Guatemala, but also in my own community of Tucson, 

Arizona.  

While for the purposes of pursuing tribunal justice, some bracketing has to be done, the 

continuum perspective offers an analytic of violence and resistance that transcends the easy 

cordoning off of periods of history, or even geographical cordoning of sites of peace and 

violence. I encountered optimism around the momentum generated by tribunal justice to make 

the harms of the past and present known. Olga Alicia Paz Bailey predicted that, “there will be 

future cases, the doors are more open. I think there will be many more cases. [Other cases are 

being prepared], there is the Molina Theisson case, Creompaz, yes, there will be more.”37  

 

Survivor-Centered Justice 
 

Justice in post-conflict Guatemala is not heterogeneous. Indeed, “justice pluralism” 

which refers to “what individual actors or movements invoke or characterize [as justice]” 

(Brunneger and Faulk 2016, 5), is useful to this discussion. While most of the organizations I 

spoke with are seeking tribunal justice either through national or international courts, there are 

also a myriad of other spaces and practices that they engage in around notions of justice. The 

guarantees of the 1996 peace accords and human rights treatise also often delineate the bounds 

of tribunal justice; however, women survivors also are actively defining justice for themselves. 

Thus, justice is “neither fully limited to nor fully encompassed by” the justice that law can 

provide (5).  
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Senses and Scales of Justice 
 

The paths are different to find tranquility, and I think justice is like this too…for example, when we 
began with Actoras, the women, the first justice is to have been able to talk about it (sexual violence). 
For me this generated justice, because there was a silence, one- you could never talk about such things, 
two- I thought it only happened to me, three- I realized it wasn’t my fault and that it was a strategy of 
many people, and so these become like micro-justices that become threaded along with other things…. 
obviously the women who thought that by giving their testimony would be getting their homes back, 
that they would get the bodies of their loved ones, that they would get education for their daughters and 
sons, of course there was great frustration, because justice doesn’t give you all that… but on the way, 
we always talk about this with the women from the Ixil region, we always say there are various paths 
right? The path of national justice, of transitional justice, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, 
and the justice that we can make for ourselves, doing things we love and that please us in the groups, Or 
the justice we’re looking for that we’re making in our own homes, So yes, I think there are many forms 
and they are from the micro to the macro.38 

 
We work on what we call senses of justice. Because justice is reparative/repairs assuming I have chosen 
it, going to trial is not always justice for the women. Justice can be a mural in their community, that 
they teach in schools what they lived, or what was lived during the war, or that their children know 
right? That is justice for many groups. That what happened is disclosed, that it is publicized, that people 
recognize the harm, those are the senses of justice, not just that it goes to trial. 39 
 

Justice is enacted in multiple and reverberating spaces and is defined as an individual, 

collective, relational, and embodied experience. What justice can or cannot provide is also 

contested; some actors deviate away from formal justice, and have a strong critique of its 

limitations. The dissolution of the Consorcio Actoras de Cambio was, in part, due to the 

deviating paths and understandings of what justice can and should mean.  What was 

emphasized by everyone, however, is that survivors should have the opportunity to define 

justice for themselves, and choose for themselves which routes towards justice to follow.  

Accompaniers work with women to define justice, and then depending on their 

institutional mandate and/or organizational capacities, partner with institutions that provide the 

complimentary skills (as is the case with ECAP-MTM-and UNAMG) or direct women towards 

those who can help them. As the above quotes indicate, there is not just one sense of justice: it 
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is being produced in collaboration. In part, this is because tribunal justice at the national and 

international level can be disappointing and retraumatizing if there is not a clear set of 

expectations around what it can and cannot offer.  

 

Victim and Victimizer 
 
One of the roles of psychosocial accompaniment is to make clear what can and 

cannot be expected from pursuing legal justice. 

There are many things that get mixed up for other folks, material reparation, the 

conditions of poverty that mean that their grandchildren have to migrate, they 

have to sell their land, or borrow money. What makes clear the conditions, the 

possibilities, and the limits of the fight for justice [penal justice] is the 

preparation and “formación”, it’s the accompaniment with people, 

accompanying them, informing them, forming them, consciousness building.40  

A complicating factor in the Guatemalan context is that many people may be both 

victim and a victimizer. While I have not heard of this being true for a single case of a woman 

survivor of sexual violence, certainly it is true for those men who were not the intellectual 

authors, but forcivoluntariamente (force-volunteered) carried out violence in the army-

organized civil defense patrols (PACs). This poses a challenge both to how justice is sought 

and by whom, as people still live intimately with their histories, and each other, with victim 

and victim/victimizer sometimes even in the same home. Some victims/victimizers may have 

complicated or adversarial feelings towards justice. A psychosocial worker at ODHAG who is 

preparing for an upcoming case told me they, “can’t work with those people 

[victim/victimizers], only with ‘victims/survivors’ for security reasons. It’s not that they don’t 
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also deserve or have a right to justice, but many of these people don’t want rights to justice 

because they are afraid of being put on trial for the crimes they committed. War crimes.”41  

Interestingly, I did hear of an instance when a victimizers’ family was offered 

psychosocial support in Chimaltenango, though they did not accept. This suggests that a 

different and more inclusive framework could operate in the realm of psychosocial work than 

what is available in the context of legal justice, which requires a strict victim/victimizer 

dichotomy:  

Sara: When they gave the sentence, the family members of the victimizers felt 

really bad. I remember Connie was the psychologist, and we said well, we’re 

going to offer our help, right?  Because they need it, because in the end they are 

people who are victims of a war. We offered our help and in the end they didn’t 

accept it, it wasn’t accepted. 

R: Did the victims know you were going to offer them help, too, or was this…? 

Sara: Ehhhh. No that was like, it was given just like that, suddenly, because 

if…..they were really upset right and we “Okay” well. I remember, yes Connie 

was the one who said ‘noooo, we are going to offer them help’ right. So yeah 

no, no. No one found out right.  

R: Ah okay. 

Sara: I think it was for the best truthfully. Because if not it was…. 

R: Even more (worse)? 

Sara: Yeah I don’t know, if they had wanted the support I don’t know what 

would have happened, too, right? If the people had found out, I don’t know. But, 

hmmmm, well in fact he (the man on trial) was asked that he, if he could say 
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where they had buried their family members right, who were people from the 

community. It was like this the situation, if he didn’t say, well, then they were 

going to take him to court, and yes they told/asked him many times right, that he 

tell them, that he tell them. And him, never, right? And he never agreed to tell 

them and so for that reason they took him, like into the legal process.42 

At the risk of overlaying too much of my own interpretation, I want to bring closer 

attention to the way that Sara Mux chose to recount this narrative. Sara is a young psychologist 

who is from Chimaltenango, the region in which she works. She began as a promotora or 

community health worker, which she was at the time of the narrative. She has since trained as a 

psychologist. She is currently the only psychologist on ECAP’s team who can work directly 

with non-Spanish speaking women survivors in Chimaltenango without a translator.  

In our conversation, she attributes the decision to offer support to the family of the 

victimizer to Connie. This is perhaps to create some distance between herself and what was a 

risky and complicated decision, as she reveals later, when she shares a sense of relief that the 

family did not choose to accept their support. At the end of the narrative, she suggests that 

there is tension felt in communities that pursue justice within and amongst themselves. The 

community members sought to first pursue the information about their dead loved ones without 

engaging in any tribunal or punitive justice processes. Legal action in this narrative is first a 

threat, and then becomes the final recourse for them, not the first or preferred, which was to 

have information about where their dead loved ones are buried. In this anecdote, it is possible 

to see how legal recourse is mobilized reluctantly, possibly because of the pain it creates within 

a community. In this narrative, the victim community members may be read as wishing to 

avoid bringing suffering to the victimizers’ family. Those providing psychological support in 
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the community also see the suffering of the victimizers’ family as also being a consequence of 

the war, and thus deserving of their mandate to support victims of the war.  

While the justice apparatus automatically reinforces the victim/victimizer binary, which 

is infinitely more complex in Guatemala, it is also true that within court cases victimizers can 

also support victims. This was the case in the Sepur Zarco trial, where two of the witnesses that 

testified for the prosecution were military commissioners.  Paula Martinez from ECAP told me, 

these commissioners also received psychosocial intervention in preparation for the case, 

“which sensitized them and taught them about where and why the structure and design of 

oppressing indigenous peoples came from…Through this process they decide if they are going 

to participate or not.”43 These kinds of testimony are very powerful support for legal cases, and 

have to be garnered cautiously, “most of the civil patrollers were obligated, so we talk about 

that part…and I think we have to be very careful in how we go positioning the work with them, 

there is a very tenuous aspect to this, they can pass from one side to the other, and we have to 

know how to reach them so that the can become effective collaborators.”44 The tenuousness 

described by Paula here seems coherent with the reports from the psychosocial worker from 

ODHAG above. Ultimately, however, this suggests that through effective psychosocial 

intervention that is educational– highlighting the historical and intellectual project behind the 

violence– it is possible to turn people who might be caught between their subjectivities of 

victim/victimizer into willing participants in tribunal justice.  

 

Temporal and Spatial Frustrations and Limitations 

Legal justice can be both temporally and spatially frustrating and limiting. The first 
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element of temporal frustration is that it is a slow process. This was articulated most by Actoras 

de Cambio, the organization that chose to move away from legal justice and transitional justice. 

They shared their critique: 

After seeing the reality, what those cases mean for the lives of those 

women….a time, years, an energy, and it’s unending, going once and again 

to say the same thing, once and again listening to the lawyers and attorneys 

of the accused saying terrible things, saying that ‘you wanted it’, that ‘you 

offered it’, and ‘how many times did it happen, and how many times were 

you penetrated? Were you penetrated or not?’ That lasts a long time, and in 

the end it’s possible that ‘no’, right? And if they win the case and the guy 

goes to jail, that doesn’t change what will happen with the women go back 

to their spaces, it doesn’t change the stigmatization, the pointing them out, 

the loneliness that the survivor is left to bear in this part of the world, from 

her own family.45 

 
The potential violence of the tribunal process for women survivors is clearly 

articulated; the interrogation is repetitive and invasive and its demand for a re-creation of the 

space-time of the event is painful. Some of the elements of this dynamic are shifted by the 

practices of psychosocial accompaniers in courtrooms, which is also known as psycho-juridical 

accompaniment. Spatially and temporally, however, it is true that cases must be built around 

the “requisites that the legal process requires to present the case. Where did it happen? Who 

was it? How did it happen? When did it happen? These questions.”46  

The Sepur Zarco case had to be structured by the formalities of the existing legal 
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system. In the Polochic region, there were 20 women working with the Alliance. They were 

clear they wanted justice to “’punish those responsible’, that is what justice means for them.”47 

Some of the women survivors had been seeking justice through law, or attempting to, long 

before the arrival of the Alliance, since the time of the initial violation, “when their husbands 

were tortured they wanted to, but they couldn’t because the same military men were there, they 

had to wait a long time.”48 I heard stories of the Sepur Zarco women going to justices of the 

peace during the 1980s to file complaints after the disappearance of their husbands and having 

their lives threatened by the same officers of the law.  

For MTM to build their strategic litigation around sexual slavery and abuse in the Sepur 

Zarco military base there had to be cohesion in the temporal and geographic nature of the harm 

experienced. In the case of the twenty women from the Polochic working with ECAP-MTM-

UNAMG in the same group of survivors of sexual violence, “all of them decided to stay in the 

process, the problem there was that they didn’t experience rape at the same time, [so] only five 

of them couldn’t be part of the case, it isn’t that they didn’t want to.”49  

On the other side of this process, Paula Barrios, a lawyer with MTM, began working 

with the Sepur Zarco women and ECAP in 2009/2010.  It took her two years, until September 

2011, to feel confident in bringing the penal charge forward, despite the pressure to do so much 

more quickly.50 She and her team spent the two years, ‘listening to testimonies, meeting the 

women, going to the communities…generating trust and good will… from there we went 

classifying cases, so then we said ‘these 15 women will be in the Sepur Zarco case.’”51 Judge 

Miguel Ángel Gálvez dismissed another three women from the case in 2014 for not having 
																																																																				
47	Interview by author with Amalia Sub, Guatemala City, 7/6/2017.	
48	Interview by author with Amalia Sub, Guatemala City, 7/6/2017.	
49	Interview by author with Amalia Sub, Guatemala City, 7/6/2017.	
50 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017. 
51 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017.	
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directly been at the military post directly, leaving 12 women in the final process (Cajax et. al, 

2017, 15). This circumscription is necessary for case building, but does not have relevance 

during the other stages of accompaniment, when survivors work together. Thus, the legal 

process creates shifting parameters of inclusion and exclusion. 

A final concern is that as the slow process of tribunal justice unfolds, victims are aging 

and dying. One of the Sepur survivors, Magdalena Pop, who originally testified in 2012, died 

of cervical cancer at age 56 before the verdict was issued (15). 

The psychosocial accompaniers are also frustrated by the justice system, even as they 

continue to participate in it, noting:  

There are important methodological limitations stemming from the 

requirements of the judicial, legal process. Often one can’t work in as 

widespread a way as one feels is necessary with the population because the 

case, the legal process marks ‘pow!’ for example ‘we must research torture, let’s 

go find torture,” ‘we should strengthen women who are going to give testimony 

about sexual violence, we have to work on that.’ There are emergent needs from 

the legal process… that extinguish the possibility to support the more consistent 

processes of community strengthening. There are contradictions.52 

Being beholden to these temporal and spatial restrictions in working towards legal 

justice can clearly frustrate processes seen as more broadly transformative, or at least do not 

inherently produce these broader processes as a byproduct.  

 

The Long Road to (Survivor-Centered) Justice 
 

The women decide…They were 110 in the first process. Every year they had a meeting, and they made 
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decisions about what problems they were living and what they wanted to demand…I remember one 
year it was to denounce the Programa Nacional de Resarcimiento (PNR) another year it was to give 
recommendations to the PNR about the way they were giving support to women survivors of sexual 
violence, the third year the theme was what did they want to repair their hurt/pain. So some decided that 
they wanted the legal system. That was in 2008 so in 2009 we stated looking for the ways to demand 
justice, and the first exercise was the Tribunal of Conscience where all the women 
participated…because the women in Sepur and in the Quechi region always wanted justice we put the 
claim in 2011 in the court of Puerto Barrios…in 2009 we began working with leaders thinking about 
the tribunal, we didn’t know how they’d react. Working with organizations from civil society and the 
state in each region, Huehuetenango, Chimatenango, Alta Verapaz, Izabal, Quechi, and so we started 
with the broader social fabric and from there began the work directly with family members of the 
women, which was maybe the hardest for them, because many of them hadn’t told their families that 
they were victims of sexual violence, or in the Sepur Zarco case that they were sexual slaves. 53 

 
Pursuing tribunal justice, despite the many salient critiques of its limitations, has 

opened new spaces for survivors, and more forms of accountability. Breaking the silence 

around sexual violence has increased attention towards the act-as-crime,  “now people can say 

they were raped more easily and it gets to the courts, but when we began it was really 

challenging, the women were very afraid and the team had to figure out how to…um, design 

strategies that would help the women speak.”54 The fact that justice in the national courts has 

even been possible in Guatemala was attributed in part to psychosocial attention, “There was a 

really strong presence of psychosocial work after the war, which didn’t happen in El Salvador, 

because that was another story, but in Guatemala we had this great opportunity, and I think that 

that also has to do with the strength we have now to make claims and demand justice.”55 Olga 

here is referring to the immediate mobilization of psychologists after the peace accord in 

Guatemala, which she suggests did not happen in El Salvador. Tribunal justice is not, however, 

an inevitability of accompaniment. The long-term engagements of those providing 

psychosocial support were responsive to the needs and desires of the women survivors with 

whom they worked.  
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54	Interview by author with Paula Martinez, Guatemala City, 7/27/2017.	
55 Interview by author with Olga Alicia Paz Bailey, Guatemala City, 7/24/2017. 
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Survivor-Centered Justice and Other Justice Frameworks 
 

So when the legal process began, well, directly they were only (working with ECAP) a long time and so 
a lawyer showed up, or I’m not sure what, but she was a woman who spoke Q’eqchi’, and she said that 
a compañera started to say that, “Muxec isn’t correct,” like playing with my life isn’t a valid way of 
saying it, for example, “and if you all are going in front of the jury, or are with the judge, you shouldn’t 
say that to them.” […] and shortly after they came to me [the Sepur Zarco women] and you know, “Ay 
Amalia” they said to me, because some of them are already grandmothers right, they are advanced in 
age, “ This is what that woman said to me, never in my life have I heard such ugly things, because you 
all have not told us to say any of that”, they said “Ay no! Because when she asked me,” they told me 
they did an interview, I think and, “you shouldn’t repeat that in front of the judge.” […] How was it that 
she said it? For example ‘they penetrated me’, “That is what you need to say there,” they said. “Jesus,” 
said the women, “how am I going to say that in front of the judge? I will say that they raped me, but I 
am never going to say that, what do I do, what do we do?” “We can talk to the lawyers, yes I’ll go tell 
the lawyers I’m not in favor”…I don’t think there was a problem after that […] 56 

 
 In practice, working towards survivor-centered justice integrates every-day forms of 

intimate connection with long-term strategies of relationships building. As Paula Barrios told 

me, “we try not to lose the human part, for example sharing a meal, making a ceremony 

together, making soup together, really just taking our time, because well, every meeting we 

have isn’t an executive meeting, or being there five minutes and then I’m gone! No, here it was 

being in the community, understanding the dynamics of life and the process and dialogue 

between all of the women, recognizing tradition, and that the women speak very slowly, we 

can’t go for an hour and return to the Capital, it always implies 2-3 days of work.”57 There is a 

sense of sharing space and time that generates the potential to move forward with an 

understanding of what the survivors might need in their local context.  

MTM fills the holes of the justice system of the state through focusing on reparative 

survivor centered justice. Paula differentiated that in her experience, “indigenous law… seeks 

to assure that victims get economic repair, or that the aggressor gives the family land or food 

for the child (if conceived in rape). Western justice offers jail. And we (MTM) are working for 
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reparations for the victim... I think any form can be good as long as the victim is the principal 

subject and that these acts don’t happen again. Because the commodification of women’s 

bodies happens in indigenous communities.”58 

These varying forms of justice produce different material outcomes. While Paula 

asserts that all are valid so long as they are victim-centered, embedded in her description of the 

other forms is the critique that they are not necessarily survivor-centered, and that indigenous 

communities’ local values might reproduce patriarchal devaluation of women. The western 

feminist perspective, which is the backdrop for her work, asserts the individual woman as a 

subject of rights, perhaps to the exclusion of cultural norms that value collective rights, and 

pushes for a responsible nation-state, which, “must turn around and see the victim. That is 

reparation, not just putting a sentence, because really for the victim the sentence doesn’t 

represent much.”59  

The stigmatization of sexual violence in any community is damaging for survivors who 

are choosing to pursue justice. This stigmatization can be mitigated to a certain degree through 

sustained and collaborative efforts in psychosocial accompaniment, as was the case for the 

Sepur Zarco women. A western feminist framework like that of MTM can clash at times with 

the more communal-cultural framework of indigenous justice, where for example a family (or 

patriarch) might receive economic support or land to make up for the violation of a daughter.  

Paula told me about a particularly challenging case of a young woman raped in a community 

who came to MTM for legal support, but whose family had arranged to receive a piece of land 

from the perpetrator. In the courtroom, the young woman, despite having decided to pursue 

coaching and advocacy from MTM, while testifying felt the obligation to tell judge that she 
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59	Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017.	
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had been dating the aggressor and that it had been consensual, denying the violation so as to 

uphold the arrangement made outside the formal justice system. This scene captures the 

failings of one justice framework to map successfully onto another justice framework.  It begs 

the question can two oppositional frameworks of justice ever work together?  

While MTM’s legal strategy is sometimes at odds with indigenous forms of justice, 

they do in working towards survivor-centered justice they do include indigenous cosmovisions. 

With the Sepur Zarco women for example this included, “ceremonies, their own cultural forms 

of protecting themselves, curing susto (fright), we use them. We don’t say ‘let’s go to mass to 

take away your pain’…remembering their partners is the most painful for them. We did 

ceremonies to remember them, ceremonies to include them, because we were calling on them, 

we asked their permission; we asked that they accompany us and that they open the path for 

us.”60  

Susto is a Mayan psychopathology. The Maya K’iche’ word for the phenomena, 

xib’irikil, translates to sustos or frights. According to documentation produced by the 

Asociación Médicos Descalzos, a non-profit that works with Maya spiritual guides to 

safeguard their traditional knowledge, susto is caused by ghosts, natural disasters, and different 

forms of violence (Alvarado, Morales, Pantó and Barone 2015, 37-38). While there may be 

regional variation in understandings of susto and its treatment, according to Médicos 

Descalzos, susto happens when a person’s Jaleb’, an energy which represents a fundamental 

part of any person’s life force, is scared out of them. The Jaleb’ exists as part of a duality, with 

a person’s Nawal, or personal energy (39). While a Nawal is with a person from life to death, 

the Jaleb’ can travel or be scared away from the place it occupies. Symptoms of susto include 

physical signs of stress and discomfort such as goose bumps, stomach aches, headaches, loss of 
																																																																				
60 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017. 
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appetite, and loss of sleep sometimes due to nightmares (45). Psychologically, those suffering 

from susto may have a distorted perception of reality, and may feel under constant threat or in 

constant danger. It has a variety of treatments, which include the use of medicinal plants, 

animals, and a spiritual-ceremonial component where a Maya practitioner helps to 

reincorporate a person’s Jaleb’ (46).  

The incorporation and treatment of susto, and other elements of Mayan spirituality was, 

for the Sepur Zarco women, fundamental to the process of pursuing justice in the courts. 

Multiple accompaniers told me that, for example, in certain indigenous communities, invoking 

the names of loved ones who were deceased (for example the Sepur Zarco women’s 

disappeared husbands) without asking first their permission and performing the requisite ritual, 

would be disrespectful to inconceivable. While this set of practices and worldview is different 

from that of MTM’s lawyers, the spaces and practices that attend to this dimension of the 

survivor’s lives are narrated as an essential part of the legal process.   

     

Spatialities and Practices of Survivor Centered Justice in Guatemala 
 

Considering Jeffrey’s (2011) assertion that, “while legal practices are rightly key 

elements of transitional justice responses, these operate through and summon into existence a 

series of non-legal spaces and actors” (344), it is interesting to consider the multiple spaces 

created through and by psychosocial accompaniment as it moves with survivors towards their 

many version of justice. One space that emerged from my interviews about the Sepur Zarco 

trial was the space of preparation, a “mock trial” space that drew on the objects of the a court 

room, presented the spatial layout, and demonstrated the choreography of courtroom justice. 

The space was educational:  

From the very basics of how to use a microphone, we bought a microphone, we 
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put up speakers, it was their domain. It was our strategy so that they could know 

before arriving, what is the legal process, who are the subjects of legal 

proceedings. In those 2 years we practiced …how should they make a 

declaration, their relationship to the judge, so when they went they had domain 

of everything in the room, they knew where the defense was, where their lawyers 

were, what the role of the judge was and what she was doing there.61  

These spaces created experiences of safety and confidence for the women survivors. 

The objects of the courtroom, a microphone, hearing one’s own or another’s voice through 

speakers, became known and anticipated.  

The emotional/psychic safety born from familiarity extended to the people in the 

courtroom space as well, “(t]hey had their interpreter, the one they trusted, which we fought 

for, and that the psychologist was always there giving her back-up, they could say ‘we should 

take a minute to let her breathe, so that she can put herself back together.’”62 Paula describes 

needing to fight to have the women’s trusted interpreters present with them, and the 

psychologists that they know. Even so, the women survivors can “fall apart”, needing to “put 

themselves back together”, suggesting that these spaces require a certain coherence of self that 

can be challenging in the face of stress or distress.  

The goal of the accompaniment is to produce both an intellectual and emotional rapport 

with an otherwise unfamiliar space and mitigate the potential moments of disempowerment, re-

victimization or re-traumatization. Even so, these “overflows” of emotion can occur, or even 

are expected.  Reflecting on the Sepur Zarco trial and the other cases in which MTM has been 

involved Paula noted, “many judges because the victims aren’t crying think they’re lying, but 
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what the victims have are tools for giving their testimony in a way that is less risky for them, 

right, and to have mechanisms for how to say up to what point they’ll speak. The Sepur Zarco 

women will say, ‘I’ll tell you up to there and then no more, up to there and then my heart hurts 

and I and going to take care of myself, so enough.’”63 This concern reflects a different concern 

with the possibility of the women “falling apart” than because it interferes with coherent 

narrative making in a courtroom.  

When they are more in control of the pace of giving their testimony, the survivors are 

able to counteract the notion that victimhood, particularly rape-survivor victimhood, must be 

performed in a particular way. An alternative is that the victim’s declaration becomes, “a 

political act, and we empower them for that. It’s their space, their truth…it is part of that 

justice, to listen to the statement from her own voice, her truth, but it is also to transfer the 

shame to the aggressor.”64 Here, the testimonial act, if it can deviate from a victim 

performance, also holds the possibility of a sort of emotional transference of shame from the 

self to the person who committed the violation. This is not to say that the aggressor themselves 

will feel the shame.  

Creating a context away from the stigma of violation where the victim is centered as a 

victim, and read in this way by those in society or in the court, can create a new container or 

space of legitimization and empowerment. The importance of this kind of recognition through 

justice was articulated by Olga Alicia Paz Bailey, “impunity continues to cause harm, so we 

always were clear that justice is reparative, that with justice people didn’t need 

psychologists…if there isn’t a social recognition these people suffer alone.”65 
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Social Recognition and Its Critics 

Court cases with their extensive (and conflicting) media coverage generate great 

possibility for social recognition at the level of the national and international imaginary. Olga 

framed it in terms of memory, “I think that for there to have been a trial in Guatemala in a 

national tribunal on what happened, it’s a gain, a gain for historical memory, for example the 

genocide trial, if you look at it on a legal level it was a failure, but on a societal level it was a 

victory for memory. Same with the Sepur Zarco trial, every day in their homes people were 

talking about that trial, so it was an opening for memory”.66 Here, the intimate and every day 

spaces of the home are seen by these actors as essential spaces for re-writing the national social 

imaginary. Granted, it is not a given how these cases will be interpreted, a psychologist at 

Actoras de Cambio called this into question, “[w]e have this idea, that when the law says 

something that socially there is automatically an impact, a change! This is not true. No, 

speaking of sexual violence [in Guatemala], when there is a case that is won, the belief is that 

there is an agreement between the survivor and the judge right? ‘Ay she must have paid off the 

judge to arrange that.’”67  These kinds of debates around what legal justice can and cannot 

generate are an essential part of what trajectory towards justice and what definition of justice 

these organizations envision.  

For other survivors who are engaged in the process of deciding what justice should or 

could look like, these victories have an impact. Olga highlighted the racial and colonial 

dimensions of the victory 

 Women in their language, who come from a distant community, come to a court 

made for white mestizos where they speak Spanish looking for justice, and they 
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give them that justice. I had the opportunity to interview the women after, ‘they 

listened to us, we said the truth, they listened to us in our language, and the 

judge said we were right, we didn’t lie’ It’s fundamental for them and others. 

For others in Huehue, I interviewed a woman who said ‘this case gave me hope 

that there is a path open for all of us’.68   

 

Alternative Justice 
 
While the Sepur Zarco case was particularly visible during my fieldwork, there are 

proliferations of other kinds of justice that I encountered that eschew the spaces of a courtroom 

entirely.  Particularly within Actoras de Cambio, they locate their work within the paradigm of 

“alternative justice”.  By engaging in processes of defining justice with the women survivors, 

some of whom are part of the same original group that the Sepur Zarco women emerged from, 

they found that, “the women were saying, we don’t want this to keep happening, that is justice 

for us, how do we act so that this will stop happening? The way of working in networks, 

supporting ourselves in local networks is the way that this justice becomes concrete in their 

daily lives.”69  

Here justice emerges from a change in their quotidian realities, where sexual violence 

has an ongoing presence. Actoras de Cambio has turn their efforts towards impacting the daily 

lived experiences by building networks in communities that take public action against and 

around sexual violence.  This included the Festival for the Memory and Lives of Women in 

2008. This was, according to Actoras, “the first public space in which women survivors of 

sexual violence talked about what happened to them and pointed to those responsible. [We] 
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created this platform so that the women after all of the healing process could talk about it and 

talk about it from a place of strength and power, not from that place of ‘ohh poor little women’ 

but from a place of ‘look we managed to move out of this place and recover.’”70  

They are committed to supporting community festivals that make visible sexual 

violence but create atmospheres of joy with drumming and music, to emphasize that women 

are more than their victimhood. Their methods of work are directed towards defining other 

kinds of justice because of disillusionment with the court outcomes. Justice in their perspective 

should return life, dignity, autonomy,  

Because one sentence is not going to stop SV. How many trials would we need 

to lock up all of the rapists? There wouldn’t we enough room in the jails in all 

the world! You need another way to recover your body, recover the choice over 

your body, to be able to defend yourself, to be able to say no, to be able to get 

together with other women and decry aggressors independently of whether or 

not they go to jail, to be able to say ‘look look, be careful within because he’s a 

rapist.’71 

To this end, they engage in public actions. A woman in their network was assaulted by 

a teacher at a local school. The women in the community with the support of Actoras lead a 

flier distribution campaign outside the school outing the aggressor, which resulted in him being 

fired. Their justice is also victim-centered, in that it depends on what the survivor wants. If the 

survivor wants to go to court, they will support them up until their expertise no longer serves 

them and then refer them to other organizations that do legal accompaniment (like ECAP and 

MTM). In their experience as they chose to share it with me, they have had success in defining 
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alternatives after being realistic with survivors about the challenges of winning in a court case. 

As they see it, the main impact of sexual violence on women lives is the stigma as women are,  

[…] alone in their communities called out by all, señalada por todos, and so the 

women were saying we’re tired of this, we don’t want that any more, well at 

first it was ‘The state should hear us, the state should recognize what it did, the 

state should punish those responsible’, etc. At first yes, but after the process it 

was, ‘We don’t care what they say, we don’t care because they don’t get to 

decide who we are, its us ourselves, amongst ourselves, we can affirm ourselves 

we don’t need the state to do it.’ We work in groups to accompany ourselves 

and defend ourselves together, ‘Justice is that they hear us, that we can publicly 

denounce.’72  

Their critiques mirror some of what the other actors also shared, particularly the sense 

that declaring in a courtroom is a political act. As the interviews with MTM and ECAP 

suggest, this political act can be empowering, if there is the right kind of accompaniment and 

training around it, but seeking legal justice in and of itself might not lead to repair. 

In this chapter, I have given the contours of the theory and practice of accompaniment 

organizations, with attention to the ways it unfolds in the spaces of survivor-centered justice. I 

now will shift to consider the subjectivities that unfold in relation to tribunal justice, and the 

embodied reverberations of the work of repair.  
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Chapter 4: Emerging Subjectivities, Desbordes and the Body 
 

In this chapter, I depart from considering the space of tribunal justice, and focus more 

on the reverberations of accompaniment practices in survivors’ communities, and in their and 

accompaniers’ bodies. I begin considering the politics of knowledge in the production of 

accompaniment, and then consider the subjectivities that emerge in the productive space of 

navigating specific community constructions of survivorhood within the broader Guatemalan 

transitional justice context. Pulling from critical trauma studies, I will then think about the 

ways that emotion and affect are also circulating in the spaces of repair. In this chapter, I will 

also reflect on the dance workshop that I taught to ECAP’s gendered violence working group. 

Finally, I will consider how the body is a space and a process of repair and transformation 

within the context of transitional justice.  

 

Intermediaries 

The work of accompaniment in Guatemala has happened in survivors’ communities, 

bringing accompaniers to them, long before it brings survivors to national courtrooms. In order 

to do this work, there needs to be a relationship of “just enough trust” between outsider 

psychologists, and the survivors themselves (Lykes and Crosby 2014).  It also requires people 

who understand the local context and worldview, and who can translate between Spanish and 

other Mayan languages. I will draw on Tavara et al. (2017), who consider these actors, “Maya 

intermediaries” in the Guatemalan context, through the lens of legal anthropologist Sally Engle 

Merry. They summarize,  

[…]intermediaries translate discourses and practices from the arena of 

international human rights law to geographically situated local contexts of 
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suffering and violations. They can also reframe local grievances into global 

rights principles, so that locally generated claims can travel to legal and judicial 

arenas where rights are defended and injustices redressed. Thus, intermediaries 

are knowledge brokers, negotiating among local, regional, national, and 

transnational actors and discursive systems. (1-2) 

They note that many of these Maya intermediaries are, “are also survivors of gross 

violations of human rights. Thus, they multiply positioned themselves as accompaniers” (2).  

These subjects trouble the line between accompanied and accompanier in a system in which 

the dominant logic might be, “the mestiza who comes to teach the Mayan women what they 

need to do.” 73 It is, however, not only the intermediaries themselves that often occupy this 

dual position of victim/accompanier (although not all intermediaries are direct victims of the 

war). Olga describes the moment after the war when ECAP was founded:  

We knew that this couldn’t stay this way, that the victims couldn’t stay without 

justice, we, as citizens (ciudadanos), we couldn’t walk forward forgetting the 

past. We had to work with memory, with resiliency…We created a Masters in 

Social Psychology and Political Violence, the idea was that we could all be 

learning together about the past, the recent past...We thought that, as 

professionals, that the least we could do was dedicate our work to those most 

impacted by the war. That’s why we needed to train/educate ourselves 

responsibly. When we realized that we were all also victims too, [laughs], then 

we had parallel a process of psychological support in a group for ourselves.74 

Emerging from Olga’s narrative is a different kind of victim/citizen, who articulates a 
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national sense of belonging and is engaged in an intellectual and professional class. 

Knowledges are produced through and from the epistemologies of these intellectual and 

professional actors in working with memory; they created a Masters’ program, for example. 

These kinds of academic and professional knowledges are indeed the underpinning of the work 

of organizations like ECAP.   

Sara Mux is the first psychologist on ECAP’s gendered violence team who is Maya, 

specifically Kaqchikel. She began working as a promotora and translator and then went back to 

school to train as a psychologist. Thus, she is able to provide services directly in Kaqchikel in 

Chimaltenango, where she lives and works. She discusses the division of labor between the 

accompaniers who do the work of translation and the professionals by noting,  

Historically there are not a lot of indigenous professionals, so they [ECAP] hire 

ladinos who come.  So they don’t know the culture, they don’t know the 

language, the context above all else, right? And it’s for this reason that they hire 

a promotora, with this aim right, to be able to translate, to also be able to give, 

eh, those more cultural elements, right? And in some way then also to have 

contact with, with that very population. Because lets say the psychologists, um, 

ladinos well they go, they complete their daily hours, of their work in the field 

and they return right.75 

This explanation clearly delineates the historical exclusion of indigenous peoples and 

knowledges from professional ways-of-being. Yet, there are important movements toward the 

inclusion of other forms of knowledge like that which is seen to be “translatable” by 

intermediaries:  

The community health workers are… eh well, it’s through them that the 
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ancestral knowledge is being integrated, so we [psychologists] we come and say 

well…to process fear we’re going to do this psychological technique, and we 

will work with this. ‘No’, the women said, they said that for them something 

that needed to be dealt with was curing the ‘susto’ [a term that in Spanish means 

‘fright’], which is a particularity very much of Guatemala, and so we did rituals 

with them to cure the ‘susto’. The ‘susto’ for the women was soul loss. After the 

incidents they lived through they had lost their soul, so they needed to recover 

it. And the rituals varied by region…I think these processes are articulating. 

They integrate the process for people. And I believe that people have and had 

their own tools for moving forward. It wasn’t like the day after these things 

happened that the psychologists were there, 20, 30 years out the psychosocial 

processes began.76  

Here, the intermediaries are correcting the approach of the outsider psychologists. 

Importantly, Paula Martinez also highlights the fact that there have been local mechanisms for 

coping with and moving forward from violence long before the arrival of the psychosocial 

accompaniers. Psychosocial accompaniment is not situated in an indigenous framework. It 

comes from liberation theology77 and human rights, “after the peace accords were signed 

finally you could start to work without them killing you. And it happened through human 

rights, knowing that you had the right to organize, the right to life, the right to travel freely, 

																																																																				
76	Interview by author with Paula Martinez, Guatemala City, 7/27/2017.	
77	Liberation theology posited a rethinking of the relationship between the Church to the world through, 
“concientización, a recursive process elaborated by the radical Brazilian educator Paolo Freire, that asked the poor 
to reflect on their knowledge of the world as a means of transforming themselves from spectators to, and objects 
of, a situation of injustice into self-determining subjects capable of understanding and transforming that situation” 
(McAllister 2013, 108).	
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basic, basic rights from the declaration.”78 Accompaniers, however, because their work is 

situated in an understanding of the consequences of the continuum of violence with its multiple 

genocides and ethnocide, work to include indigenous knowledge, or are the knowledge brokers 

themselves, as is the case with the Maya intermediaries.  

Kimberly Theidon, writing about “post-conflict” projects in Peru, has criticized the 

politics of knowledge production: “Interventions and their subjects must fit within a modernist 

paradigm: angry ancestors no, trauma, yes. The modern subject of suffering is traumatized” 

(35). My experience and interviews in Guatemala lead me to believe that there is some room 

for other framings of pain. During an interview with Actoras de Cambio psychologist Virginia 

Gálvez, she used the word trauma. I asked her about it, and she responded: “I use it [the word 

trauma] to be able to explain [to me presumably], but in those spaces we don’t use it, really we 

use their words, which is the beauty of the therapeutic techniques. We use the phrases of the 

women how they themselves say things. This pain, or this sadness, or this susto.”79  

While ECAP integrates indigenous practices, other groups are more explicitly working 

to reclaim, define, and produce indigenous ways of healing.  This is part of the project of 

organizations like Kaqla: 

We began to work with lots of tools that came from many contexts. And an 

important question is why didn’t we work with what was ours from the 

beginning? We have tools for psycho-emotional spiritual work, the spiritual 

guides, the comadronas (midwifes) there is a lot of ancestral knowledge…but 

we’d learned that this wasn’t valuable, that it was witchcraft, that it was 

ignorance, they told our ancestors that they shouldn’t teach us because the less 

																																																																				
78	Interview by author with Olga Alicia Paz Bailey, Guatemala City, 7/24/2017.	
79	Interview by author with Virginia Gálvez, Guatemala City, 8/4/2017.	
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we know of this kind of cosmovision the closer to being ladino we would be.80 

I return here to the work of anthropologist Charles Hale to remind the reader that 

ladinos are those Guatemalans who identify with Spanish heritage, and do not in behavior, 

language or dress engage in the daily practices that are considered to constitute indigeneity. 

There is no official celebration of mestizo identity in Guatemala, as there is in Mexico. Rather, 

ideas of Guatemalan nationhood are constructed around a Maya-ladino binary. A founding 

premise of ladino identity is a claim on inhabiting the modern/present. Thus, for psychologists 

like Paula Martinez from ECAP, while it is possible to acknowledge the importance of treating 

susto, the intermediaries are the ones who traffic in this knowledge.   

It would seem there has been a learning curve for the ladinos, and shifts over time in 

the valuation of these knowledges at the institutional level. Sara Mux at ECAP described 

having to push for more inclusion: 

We’ve gone putting in other elements, right, like the rights of indigenous 

communities, which wasn’t one of the focal points of ECAPs work before, in 

spite of them working with an indigenous population, they didn’t have it. Um, 

(laughs) the people here including me who are indigenous we tried to find the 

way to fight for and position those themes right? We’ve done it and I think for 

that reason it’s there now…apart from that we regularly ask for more training 

with cultural pertinence, because the population we work with is always 

indigenous right. So yes, we ask for a lot of information in relation to this. 81 

Of course, there is no homogenous “indigenous knowledge,” and practices vary across 

geographies, religion, and specific contexts. Overall, however, the inclusion of local practices 

																																																																				
80	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
81	Interview by author with Sara Mux, Guatemala City, 8/4/2017.  	
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has become now an essential part of how the work of accompaniment is provided. For some 

actors there is also a strong desire to make these kinds of processes available without the 

necessity of outsider accompaniers. Within Actoras de Cambio, this looks like producing 

models of engagement that can be replicated: 

The women in the Ixil region and K’iche’ region are teaching others these 

therapeutic techniques, this way of reflecting on their lives, recuperating 

ancestral knowledge…so they go into their spaces in their communities, in their 

homes, in community rooms and they replicate what we teach them, maybe in a 

space of 3 hours, not super long amounts of time, but what works with their 

schedules, and it’s more about going on constructing this way of healing, that 

it’s possible to do it ourselves, accompanying one another, you don’t have to 

pay a psychologist 200 Quetzales [approx. $26.00 USD], and this is how it was 

before, it was communal.82 

 Sara Alvarez Medrano from Kaqla and CALDH emphasized the importance of sharing 

techniques as well, “this is another thing I like, there are tools that we use that you don’t need 

to be a therapist to apply to yourself, because we don’t have time for someone to come give us 

a license!”83 The “we” she is speaking for is the Mayan woman survivor of violence.  

 

Survivor Subjectivities 

 I have written previously about the “subjects of change” that emerge from pursuing 

justice in Guatemala (Patterson-Markowitz et. al 2012). Two elements that I would like to 

explore more, drawing on an analysis of narratives of one of the accompaniers is the 

																																																																				
82	Interview by author with Virginia Gálvez, Guatemala City, 8/4/2017.	
83	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
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construction of the subject of justice in-community, and also the “truth telling” victim subject 

who has earned their visibility at a national/international scale. How these are created and what 

possibilities they open for change in communities far away from the national and international 

scene is taking place might give us a sense of the “micropolitics of reconciliation” (Theidon 

2013).  

As noted by geographer Alex Jeffrey, “even when domestic tribunals or court facilities 

are used, their sites are often separated from the geographical context of the crimes and victim 

communities”(2011, 348). I was fortunate enough to interview the promotoras of the women 

from the Sepur Zarco trial, and to hear them reporting on the dynamics at the community level 

during the case and after the sentence. What emerged from their narratives is that a particularly 

local set of values that shape ideas about what official justice may or may not be, and about 

who is deserving of particular forms of justice in this process.  

I begin with a long narrative shared with me by Amalia, a promotora who lives in 

Sepur, who is also the daughter of one of the Sepur Zarco women. She has been, since a young 

age, involved in community organizing, and initially was asked to help ECAP, and then was 

later hired as an employee. Here, she narrates the process through which her mother and the 

women in the community decide to work with ECAP: 

My mom began telling her that, “Look Doña Demesia, there is a group, an 

organization that says they want to work with us. So we, I accept- decided that I 

was raped,” said my mom, “Because I know this, we have to talk about what 

happened to us.”  

Doña Demesia said, “But will people mistreat us if I say that its true? Yes I was 

raped but what will my husband say?” So they started doing the negotiating.  
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My mom said, she said, “you were a victim too, tell the other compañeras that 

were also victims who were working together.”  

[…]  

Uh uh and so then a week later she appeared at my house [Doña Demesia].  

“Look is your mom home?” she said to me.  

In that moment she still didn’t trust me very much. So she came in and they 

began talking […]  

“The señoras sent me to enquire, if we are going to speak [about sexual 

violence], what will they give us? Could it be that they’ll give us reparations, 

corrugated metal [for roofing], or money?” 

“I don’t think so.”  

Because from the beginning they (ECAP) explained to us that that this institution 

doesn’t do projects, much less give money away.  

“Ah well this is what they told me, that yes we will tell what happened to 

us, but they have to give us something.”  

“But I don’t think they are going to give us anything.”  

So she returned again and informed, to inform them that ECAP didn’t give any 

money. So that was how it was left […] in that time imagine that twenty women 

came together […] In that time I wasn’t an employee, I wasn’t a community 

health promoter with ECAP. So um the psychologist asked me where are we 

going to have this (meeting)?  

“I think here in Sepur,” I said to her. “I’ll lend you my house.”  

And she arrived, the psychologist arrived, I think four of them actually, and the 
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women from the start had faith because they had performed a ceremony […] a 

Mayan ceremony. So they proposed between themselves that to receive our 

visitor we all have to donate a chicken from their homes, home-raised. So the 22 

women, they brought, they donated their chickens, and they killed them and that 

night they did a Mayan ceremony to welcome the people from, from ECAP […] 

And they bought two or three pounds of copal pom [incense] for the ceremony, 

they took charge of the cost themselves. Staff from ECAP were in charge of 

telling them that they couldn’t give anything away to them, that ECAP doesn’t 

work giving away gifts. And then women said that, yes, we want to talk.84  

In the above narrative, the overall effect is that a particular kind of woman emerges as a 

protagonist. The phenomena of “project” or proyecto culture has been documented by Nelson 

and McAllister (2013) as it has, “reshaped the practice of politics, perhaps most of all among 

former revolutionaries” (34). They note that “disputes over the very money meant to encourage 

social organizing have instead ripped organizations apart, along with communities, long-term 

friendships, and even families…For organizing work, long reliant on solidarity and enlightened 

consciousness to compensate for an absence of funding, the exchange of money for political 

labor is particularly destabilizing” (37). For the Sepur survivors, to choose to participate in 

these processes in the absence of money/projects highlights a subject who is pursuing truth and 

justice based on a sense of their rights as victims. As Paula Barrios put it, “The women of 

Sepur Zarco, they took it up as a political fight, and now they are leaders, and they accompany 

other victims, in Colombia and in other parts of the world and here in Guatemala. And it’s 

given them motivation to keep fighting. [They say] ‘We want people to remember is, we did it 

																																																																				
84	Interview by author with Amalia Sub, Guatemala City, 7/6/2017.	
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not just for ourselves, we fought for the others as well!’”85 

In the narrative Amalia shares, the women decide that they do not need to receive 

money to speak about their experiences, and they overcome fears about their husbands finding 

out, a commonly expressed concern because of the danger it presents to their standing. Amalia 

aligns herself with the women who are not interested in economic gain, as she voices herself 

generously offering the use of her house to the ECAP psychologist, even before working with 

ECAP. She also links this generosity to Mayan spirituality and faith.  

Linguistic anthropologist Jane Hill’s work on voicing can help deepen the analysis of 

the narrative shared by Amalia. Hill analyzes language as a site of social meaning, looking at 

how speakers, “claim moral positions among conflicting ways of speaking, weighted with 

contradictory ideologies, by distributing these across a complex of ‘voices’” (Hill 1995, 98). 

Amalia embeds the many voices of the women in the community as they try to decide if and 

how to move forward, thus sharing part of the “moral universe” of Sepur, where certain women 

decided to speak in good faith, without demanding economic gain. This new legal 

victim/subject who speaks out without receiving economic compensation is questioned by 

many at the local level. This emerged in a second narrative Amalia shared: 

Ay, yes, one time, even though, the staff of ECAP, well there was a community 

meeting and ECAP staff arrived,  

“The recommendation that we are going to give you [to ECAP staff] is 

don’t come to the community meetings anymore”, because that day, the first 

time there was, like I, Jesus I felt that they were gong to jump on me, like they 

were going to grab me and lynch me, I don’t know, I don’t know what it was 

																																																																				
85 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017. 
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that passed through my mind.   

“You Amalia why did you go?!”  

‘You Amalia you’re giving preferential treatment to these women!”  

“Because you’re receiving a benefit,” 

“Because I’m also a victim, because they killed my dad, because this too 

happened to me!” 

So everyone started telling their histories, and in that moment one man 

started to say,  

“And look it wasn’t only two women who were victims, it was also 

more women that were victims,” too and IEEEEEEEE. Doña Rosa and her 

daughter and I stayed […] so Doña Rosa was saying  

“Calm down, calm down, because the Public Prosecutors aren’t here to 

listen, to take your testimony.” said Doña Rosa.   

“And what do you know Amalia, born yesterday?” they said to me. 

You know there are men who harass; they said these things to me,  

“Because you’re receiving money, it’s true you’re receiving money. Why 

else would you do it?”  

I was saying to them, “No, no it wasn’t like that you will see what will come 

after.” I said. And they said to me a man said to me,  

“You with Mariana and Oscar you’re just eating the money of the 

victims.” Ahh came Doña Rosa,  

“Calm down I will tell you […] that yes your mother was a victim. The 

problem is that your mother didn’t want to tell the truth.” Like that she told him,  
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“Me and Doña Margarita we were visiting from house to house, but 

they didn’t want to tell the truth. We crucified ourselves, we gave our lives, like 

that in between life and death to tell the truth, because yes there really are many 

victims here in Sepur but they didn’t want to tell the truth, how is that my fault 

then?” said Doña Rosa.  

“Ahhh,” they started to back down. 86 

We hear the cacophony of voices in Amalia’s recounting, evoking the idea of a 

collective of victims. The accusations of Amalia and others taking money couples with the idea 

that affiliation with outsiders (ECAP) could only mean economic gain. The community 

members voiced by Amalia make complaints about their own exclusion from victimhood 

through the attention received by the Sepur Zarco women.  In this narrative, the tension is 

resolved through reminding the community about the bravery, selflessness and truthfulness of 

the women. However, it is possible to see that the heroic Sepur Zarco abuelitas (grandmothers) 

who took on the state are not interpreted universally in this way. The legal and psychosocial 

team attempt to mitigate these other interpretations, the collaborative strategy of ECAP-MTM-

UNAMG has been working with the women’s families and community leaders doing education 

and feminist formation.  

They try to combat the rumors through various tactics, “I think it’s something at a 

general level that we achieved, stopping the rumors at the community level and transforming 

it…because first the risk was that they would continue to be stigmatized, that they’d still be the 

soldier’s women.”87 However, the narrative above reveals that when navigating insider/outsider 

tensions, sometimes this work has limited reach. It does seem that the community relates 

																																																																				
86	Interview by author with Amalia Sub, Guatemala City, 7/6/2017.	
87 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017. 
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differently to the survivors, or at least that the community supports the arrival of infrastructure. 

Amalia88 told me that one of the fiercest naysayers of the Sepur Zarco women has turned into 

their champion ever since the arrival of the mobile clinic, a first step towards the reparations 

they demanded of the state.  The question of whether or not at a local level the regard will 

continue if the rest of the reparations fail to materialize remains an important question. 

 

The Not-Coherent Subject  

Lest the “truth telling” survivor subject do too much to create a homogeneous portrait 

of a women survivor of sexual violence in Guatemala, I would like to include narratives with 

much greater ambivalence. There are many women survivors of sexual in Guatemala who 

might begin to pursue justice and decide to drop out, or, those who choose not to participate in 

the first place.  

The Sepur Zarco women were incredibly brave to commit themselves to pursuing 

justice through over a decade long process. However, are the women survivors who did not 

choose to participate less deserving of recognition of their victimhood/survivorhood, or less 

brave? They are perhaps being interpolated into other leadership roles, other networks of 

support, which are not written in these narratives.  

It is also the case that sometimes victims are caught in the crossfires of different 

identities or subjectivities, and end up sending mixed messages to their accompaniers. Paula 

Barrios at MTM told me about a survivor they are working with: 

When we visit her she gets mad, she gets uncomfortable. When her daughter 

[born from the sexual violation] is 13 she says she’s leaving [going to kill 

herself]. The psychological challenges! The psychologist feels the discomfort 

																																																																				
88	Interview by author with Amalia Sub, Guatemala City, 7/6/2017.	
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trying to work with her, but the case is underway, so we’re trying to get her back 

in the process…She is defensive. And then when we leave she texts us saying 

‘thank you for continuing to fight for me’ so we’re like, what do we do, right?!89  

This narrative troubles the notion of a coherent self/agent that we assume is operating 

in the context of justice. With an understanding of the self as multifaceted, and responding to 

different pressures from community, family, husband, NGOs, fellow survivors, it is 

understandable how possible tensions and ambivalence could arise within a survivor subject. 

 

Healing and Justice 
 

What this leads me to consider are the tensions that sometimes are generated between 

these projects and their aims. In particular, the tensions that emerge between the projects of 

justice seeking, repair, and healing. The concept of healing is, in fact, not essential in ECAP’s 

work; they do not use the word to describe their processes because it, “[…] depoliticizes harm. 

We say psychosocial rehabilitation or psychosocial work, but we never use the word healing 

for the work we do….rehabilitation takes me to the empowerment of women, to community 

empowerment, to de-individualizing pain and harm, to the construction or co-construction of a 

new social fabric.”90 For them healing is individualizing and situated outside of the 

transformative aims of psychosocial work.  

Sara Alvarez Medrano who is a member of Kaqla but also works at CALDH makes 

another differentiation between healing and psychosocial work. She worked many years with 

other indigenous women in Kaqla, and from these experiences reported that: 

We had been working for various years at a theoretical and political level, but 

																																																																				
89 Interview by author with Paula Barrios, Guatemala City, 7/25/2017. 
90	Interview by author with Paula Martinez, Guatemala City, 7/27/2017.	
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when we started working with the body and the emotion around how we lived 

with racism, our theories went straight to hell (se fueron al carajo) because the 

pain we had due to racism, due to the abjection, because of the war, it was so 

painful, and it didn’t matter what our political posturing was because were we 

all hugging each other because it hurt so much. That is when we began thinking 

about the work that we call healing.91 

What emerges from this narrative is a sense that there can also be a disconnect from a 

theoretical understanding of systems of oppression and the exploration and engagement at a 

more emotional and embodied level about what it means to repair or unpack those charges. In 

the gap, between theory and lived experience, is where the question of healing emerges. She 

goes on show how the political can be recuperated in the processes of healing saying, “so 

obviously we cried together, but it’s not about working with your personal experiences as 

much as it is politicizing your personal experiences. Why did I live this racism? Because there 

is a history of oppression, colonization, you give it a historical-political context.”92 

Doing healing work can lead to an individual and de-politicized model: 

Obviously healing can lead you to heal yourself and nothing else ….I think that 

healing can have a whole political meaning…the idea is that for us to be women 

leaders we have to first learn to lead in our own lives… because healing isn’t 

the political orientation, it’s not the destination. Healing is the tool that you use 

to be better, to be a better leader in your own life, in the processes you’re 

involved into arrive at the political end that you have which is the autonomy of 

indigenous peoples, autonomy for women, emancipation for women and their 

																																																																				
91	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
92	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
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communities, auto-determination.93  

Sara Alvarez Medrano began to work with CALDH because the genocide case 

generated a need for psycho-emotional support with the women testifying. She identified that 

she doesn’t have the resources to do the work she considers to be “sanación” or healing 

because of time constraints, “The reason I don’t do healing work is because I can’t. I would 

have to do a more systematic process with people”. 94 

Beyond sexual violence, Sara Alvarez Medrano particularly sought to speak of the 

pain of racism, and the importance of reclaiming a sense of self and self-worth in the face 

of systemic racism. In order to do this she has shifted her energy more towards her own 

transformation:  

When I started working with racism, I wanted that the ladino, the foreigner, the 

Spaniard came to recognize that he is, that they are, that they are racist….but 

what you are looking for there is that the victimizer change, that they stop being 

racist, that they look at the historical responsibility they have…but can you 

imagine the energy? The material, emotional, spiritual resources together to 

make another understand that they have to recognize this? …What we decided 

is that the Mayan women should just focus on transforming themselves. We do 

the same with women survivors of SV. That the fault they feel for being abused 

returns to the victimizer. It was the state, it was a counterinsurgent 

strategy…it’s your vital energy, as Audre Lourde says, it’s been captured by 

oppressive systems, and you’re trying to solve problems on the outside but on 

the inside you’re torn apart…It’s not navel gazing either, it’s not about being 

																																																																				
93	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
94	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
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individualist, but it’s more like the transformation first starts within me.95 

She draws parallels above in the way to work with the impacts of racism and sexual 

violence. Different organizations situate their work differently and use different languages 

(i.e.) healing, psychosocial intervention, and restorative justice. However, the ideas about re-

centering the women survivors as self-reflexive subjects who are aware of their position of 

oppression and actively working to reject or refuse the emotional and psychic burden of this 

system by ‘returning the blame’ is consistent. Sara gave an example of this at play in her life as 

she pursued her training in psychology: 

When I was studying in the University there were daughters and wives of 

military men, but my process of healing helped me to empathize with them, to 

see their pain, their trauma, because being the daughter of a military person is 

not an easy thing, and to find synergies in other places that don’t have to do 

with that part of her. Because if not, I show up and she is my enemy because 

she’s the daughter of someone in the military, no?96 

In this process, she asks, “How does hate serve me if it is eating me from the inside 

out? Coming back to myself to work on hate, which doesn’t mean I have to forgive anyone, but 

I can’t keep hating if that hate is draining my energy and not strengthening me right?”97 What 

Sara describes is how she as an indigenous woman who, like many of those who I interviewed 

working in this field were also victims of the war–she lost her father– has found a way to live 

and interact in a system still tinged with the past.  

 

“Desbordes,” or Overflows and the Work of Directing Emotion and Affect 
																																																																				
95	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
96	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
97	Interview by author with Sara Alvarez Medrano, Guatemala City, 8/2/2017.	
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Whether it be in university spaces where indigenous women and daughters of elite 

military soldiers take courses together, or in the courtrooms, or testimony taking processes with 

women survivors, emotion and affect are always constitutive of and present in spaces.  In the 

previous chapter on survivor-centered justice, I explored questions of both the performativity 

of victimhood, and the actual re-traumatizing potential of this performance in courtrooms. In 

creating openings for justice and repair, the complex emotional and energetic registers that 

accompany people’s stories are present. Those I interviewed suggested that these registers can 

be channeled and managed in ways that are either helpful or harmful to the people 

experiencing them, or in their proximity, and helpful or distracting from the ends these actors 

hope to achieve.  

Critical trauma scholar Maurice Steven (2016) notes,“…where history struggles, when 

and where it collapses in the face of the body’s absolute truth of having pain or being 

harmed…we see in fact, trauma’s mnemonic regime providing support. Here, trauma 

interventions can begin the work of putting narratives together enough for them to be legible to 

the archives of history taking, and History making” (34). In this perspective, the experiences 

that we in the West have come to name “trauma” trouble our notions of a coherent subjectivity. 

Because the embodied experience of trauma is so disruptive, the discourse of “’[t]rauma’ 

functions as a kind of state servant and ideological apparatus, because it performs the work of 

shunting affect into ‘appropriate’ and state supporting practices” (32). Trauma becomes for 

Stevens the answer to the question of what allows us to perpetuate a myth about, “the 

independent and isolated ego, the coherent and seamless self, the proper citizen-subject […] in 

the aftermath of the everyday contexts of a ‘social’ that constantly challenges the basic utility 

of these concepts, which is to say in their end, their sustainability”(27)?  
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In the work of Guatemalan psychosocial accompaniment, the individual and collective 

pain, susto, and “trauma” are all part of making claims on the state. In my interviews, the term 

“desbordes” or the “overflows” came up several times, as did the language of “crisis” and 

“catharsis”. These “overflows” happen both collectively and individually, and can be 

undesirable interruptions because they are seen to necessitate therapeutic attention, which not 

everyone can perform.  

Managing these intensities is part of ensuring survivor’s psychic safety is maintained. 

To this end, there are limits on what kinds of traumatic reflections occur in the spaces of 

accompaniment and training. Sara Alvarez Medrano from CALDH describes working with 

groups of women survivors from the Ixil region:  

The women in the processes of feminist formation/education start to talk to you 

about their experience, how can you close those wounds? For example this last 

workshop… we talked about sexual violence…for those that wanted to tell 

about their experience, we did a whole piece of work so that they could paint it, 

and then talk about it, and some did. And when during sharing they began to go 

into moments of crisis, I could intervene and do what I know how to do.  So 

then when we were putting together the methodology for the women 

participants to take back to their communities, that part we took out of the 

training…I believe in the capacity of the compañeras, but what worries me is 

that a big catharsis starts happening and that they can’t stop it, and we talked 

about it with them, and ‘look, no no no no no, they told us, we’re not going to 

do it…so these women, we’re strengthening their capacity as leaders, and the 

proposal we have is that they go into their communities and strengthen the 
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rights of the women they work with. 98 

She is distinguishing the space of accompaniment with the presence of a psychologist 

who knows how to intervene in ‘moments of crisis’ –which I read as a moment of the loss of 

the coherent narrating self-in-relation to here and now– versus the spaces that the women will 

go on to reproduce in their communities. The women participants in Sara’s workshop decided 

along with Sara to not include the space for sharing particular experiences of sexual violence in 

their reproduction of the workshop because the kind of containment that this emotional 

recounting requires is beyond the skills, or perhaps, the desires of the women to generate in 

their own communities. 

The idea that a “big catharsis” could start happening and not be stopped suggests the 

way that emotionality can ripple through a group of people in ways that surpass those actors in 

the space. Geographer Derek McCormack, writing about affect in therapeutic spaces, draws on 

theorist Felix Guattari to explain affect as, “nonhuman in the sense that it can become 

implicated in sensible transformations of experience across and between bodies... It has a 

transversal quality — it operates as a catalytically eventful relay between a multiplicity of 

movements and events [...]” (McCormak 2014, 112). The ways that emotion circulates and 

exceeds the individual survivor subject in these contexts allows me to read these moments as 

reports on the potential transversal quality of the spaces of accompaniment.  

A psychosocial worker with ODHAG who works with survivors, both men and women, 

calls the psychosocial spaces they facilitate:  

Spaces of encounters and divergences of subjectivities…the emotionality, the 

subjectivity… they flood these spaces in a permanent way. What we try to do is 

when there are sessions to instruct them (survivors) about legal actions, is ask 
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that folks pay attention. Still we open the session with a prayer, candles, and all 

the things, to convoke the pertinent/right energy. In spaces of instruction, we do 

ask that they pay attention to what we are teaching them.  If not the spaces can 

turn into spaces of permanent release99, or for example an opening of narrating 

testimonies in a spontaneous manner. One person narrates, another narrates, and 

if we are not there in the capacity of listening to these narrations the best thing 

is to not open the space, and in another meeting to listen and to explain to 

people what the function is of narrating their testimony.100 

 In this quote it seems that creating explicit intentions for the space, i.e. it should be 

educational, impacts how emotion is directed and held. There is still, however, the concern that 

emotionality can run away turning an educational space into a space of ‘permanent release’. 

Thus this psychosocial worker echoes Sara’s sentiments, when emotionality blooms too much, 

the best strategy is redirecting as much as possible back towards the original goals, particularly 

if no one with the appropriate training is present. This is still done with a delicacy, 

We won’t ever cut off a person when the emotions are right under the 

skin….they finish saying what they want to say, that is fundamental…but from 

there to look for some explanations if it is possible, but above all to ask what are 

the desires of the person stemming from what they lived or what they feel. ‘My 

desire is to be in this process? My desire is to stay sad? This and this and this 

happened to me, I suffered a great deal, I hurt a lot, but what is my desire? What 

is the desire of my family, of my community? The pedagogy of the question 

right, or questions as a motor for pedagogical processes of teaching and 
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learning, It is fundamental.101 

While of course painful emotional intensities are present in these spaces of justice and 

repair, also other kinds of emotion are generated and circulating. Sara Alvarez Medrano noted:  

I think people come to CALDH because there aren’t, sadly, spaces in this 

country that have a concern or care, of any sort. The church, Catholic, and 

Evangelical, is sometimes a container for these needs, for collectivity... the 

spaces generated by the organizations or in CALDH are those spaces where 

people are looking for knowledge, for interchange, for synergies, acts of justice, 

for the fight (lucha), for resistance…and every time we prepare a workshop it’s 

done with such love, with a great intention to give our best, right, so that the 

women feel cared for. Because in their homes they are the leaders of everything, 

so when they come here it is to try to give them a place of love, of respect.102 

The spaces created by the accompaniers are portrayed here as spaces filled with many 

different relational and political possibilities. Yes, they are spaces created by bringing together 

survivors who have, and continue to experience pain, violence, loss, “susto”. They are also 

spaces of care, collectivity, knowledge, resistance, love, and respect. Importantly, for women 

survivors who do not have time and leisure necessarily to attend to self-care in their daily lives, 

these spaces can offer a reprieve. 

 

Secondary Trauma 

These narratives also raise the question of secondary trauma. The emotional and 

affective intensities move in and around the spaces and bodies of accompaniment in ways that 
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the accompaniers and even legal officials themselves have to manage. Paula Barrios described 

to me being present at a case on sexual violence, “I was sitting in the audience, I was crying 

and I didn’t have reason to be crying in this case!”103 Here her sense is that she should not be 

impacted by the emotionality in her role as an audience member. She went on to say that, 

“sexual violence is the hardest because it breaks you to hear the testimonies, sometimes judges 

cry, but it’s the survivor’s moment to take off the weight of the blame and the stigma.”104 It is 

interesting to consider the interaction between the survivor and a sympathetic, emotionally 

attuned judge, and how that might create space for relief or empowerment, even as it breaks 

those hearing about it. 

 The work of gathering and transcribing testimonies, long prior to the spaces of the 

courtroom, also causes physiological and psychological impacts. Paula Martinez, with ECAP’s 

gendered violence working group said, “I remember when we began working with the women, 

we were getting sick a lot from listening to so many stories of pain, and sharing the pain with 

these women, right …we have to be careful with the team for this part. So the processes of 

self-care have helped us a lot.”105 Thus, there are not only psychic tolls, but the psychic shared 

trauma also impacts the accompaniers’ bodies.  

All of the different organizations I spoke with have strategies for mitigating secondary 

trauma through self-care. The techniques are as diverse as the people themselves:  

Well for example, we’ve had learning spaces where people learn about their 

personal energy (based on the Mayan calendar), ummmm, when the trials are 

happening or all of that part, eee, look, everyone gets very tense, so they get 

support and acupuncture, all that about self-care, and it’s also their 
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responsibility right? We give them a lot of co-responsibility for their self-care, 

they should bring something and not only the institution giving them tools, but 

they should be training and finding their own tools for self-care. We use mental 

anchors, to not fall into vicarious trauma...so to not put ourselves so much in the 

story when we’re listening to the victim, our gaze isn’t in their eyes, instead 

here [she gestures to her eyebrow] and we use things like this [gestured to a 

bracelet around her wrist] for protection, or a sort of mental signal what allows 

us to not connect ourselves so fully to the story so we don’t suffer.  

The techniques she describes suggest that these gestures and objects help to create a 

point of contact from which the emotional intensity of the survivor’s narrative and suffering do 

not overwhelm the accompanier’s ability to be in contact with the present.  While anchoring in 

the present is important, there are also other techniques for mitigating secondary trauma.  

Sara Mux, ECAP psychologist from Chimaltenango, described her practices:  
 

From my culture,…I pass a lime over my body, or go touch a flower, which for 

me is very significant. And I do it regularly, right? After having a session or 

meetings with the women when they’re really tense, I try to do it. And the other 

thing I do is bring flowers in [said with a sigh]. Even in the meetings right? I 

buy them and I bring them in, which I feel is an anchor for me too. I also try to 

take baths with rose petals regularly. I don’t always do it, but I also think that 

helps me, frees me up, to be able to take out the bitterness right?”106 

Thus, she situates her practices of self-care within her identity as an indigenous woman. 

What feels ‘good’ and like ‘self-care’ is a personal, yet also culturally situated phenomena. I 

would experience this myself as I facilitated a dance workshop for ECAP’s Gendered Violence 
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team, bringing a practice that I personally love, Open Floor dance, into a group with different 

orientations to dance and embodiment.  

 

Dancing with Accompaniers 

The day began with me sitting in on ECAP’s gendered violence working group’s 

monthly meeting in Guatemala City. I arrived early to a compound that took up a city block. 

Though a friendly looking building, it was clearly well guarded, and I gave my name and 

information through an intercom while being checked-out on video before being buzzed in. 

Some of the women had traveled 9 hours by bus from Izabal the previous day to get to the 

capital.  

They spent the morning doing curriculum related planning, and I observed the meeting 

and got to know everyone. A deadline had passed for a mid-year evaluation and some of them 

were a little late with the curriculum.  

Their work was fueled by a morning empanada, and coffee with milk and sugar break, 

and then a delicious lunch of caldo de pollo (chicken soup) where the conversation turned light 

hearted things such as what temperature of foods it was possible to consume (“I can’t eat luke-

warm soup!”). During lunch, one participant confided that she was in a long recovery process 

from an operation, and asked if she could still participate. I asked some follow up questions, 

and told her to listen to her body and not do anything too vigorous, but that I thought she could 

participate for at least some of it. 

I went to set up the space, putting scotch tape on the floor and getting the speaker ready 

with a sound check. When everyone came back from lunch, a gentle song floated through the 

room, and we began with a long warm-up, scanning through our bodies releasing all tension. I 

could feel my own nerves, so I was glad to have the opportunity to calm down a little as I was 
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guiding them. 

Besides releasing tension the lesson plan that I had developed, consulting with two 

therapist Open Floor teachers and friends, was for each participant to find a place within their 

body that felt like their “center.” The goal of connecting with their center was to cultivate it as 

a physically located anchor that they could bring their awareness to, which would serve them 

in being present to themselves, even as they engage therapeutically with other people. In an 

Open Floor class in the United States, I would locate the “center” as a place in the “gut”, or 

lower belly.  I decided not to prescribe it, and instead let people find the place that felt right to 

them. In many Maya traditions, the solar plexus are considered the place where a person’s 

energy lives. The solar plexus were not surprisingly a popular place people identified as their 

center. We did some work breathing into and feeling the physical sensations of this spot, and 

then partner work, which involved putting a hand on the corresponding latitude on a person’s 

back as the place they had identified from the front. The idea was one person got to explore 

moving from this place/taking their experience oriented less from the visual/cognitive place 

and more from how that part of their body was responding and feeling. The person supporting 

was practicing the skill of being with another person but not losing touch with their own sense 

of self. This skill is hugely important for therapists and accompaniers who need to attune to the 

people they support, but not meld with them.  

Then we did some shape exercises. Participants gave a shape of a challenge they face in 

their work and then a partner took on the shape so they could see it in a different light and then 

move around or with it to see if there were any possible new ways of relating to this challenge 

or experience that was weighing on them. From there we did a big group “shake it out” and 

closing. Shaking out in the spaces I was in in Guatemala was a common. After giving brief 
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massages in a circle that morning, the person who gave the massage would shake out their 

hands to “release the energy” they picked up from the other person.  

During a feedback session it became clear that not everyone was totally sure why we 

had danced, or what its value was, partially due to my clumsy teaching Spanish, but they did 

say that they felt relaxed and had enjoyed various different parts of the workshop.  

One promotora said that it was interesting and relaxing, but where she really can 

release tension is in the temazcal (a Mayan structure similar to a small sauna). In this comment 

and in the different locations of a bodily “center” I find an affirmation of the non-universality, 

and degrees of personal and cultural specificity that rest in bodily experience. However, I also 

got feedback that people felt that they had connected to their bodies, whatever it meant for 

them, in positive ways.  

Some participants related the practice to art, and music, “I’d like to understand more 

what this work is about- I like art a lot, so listening to music puts me in contact with my body 

and my emotions, something that is hard for me to do in normal life. So for me dancing is to 

feel myself, to discover myself.”107 

On top of this, multiple participants mentioned that feeling the connection with their 

partner was helpful to the process. They used language of support, trust and safety: “I 

connected a lot, feeling the support of my partner, there was a lot of connection with her. And 

to feel the backside of my body, I could feel myself supported to feel that part, which helped 

me to let go and feel trust.”108 Another participant said, “I feel light, compared to the morning, 

I forgot everything that I need to do and I connected...what surprised me is when my partner 

put her hand on my back it was like ‘there it is!’ and I felt very safe, very comfortable, I 
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remembered my father, what it is to feel good.”109 This experience of safety and connection 

was a central part of the intended experience, and something that I hope to explore further in 

future research.  

For others, their discomfort with dance, or physical discomfort was a big part of what 

they reported on. One dancer reported that the activity made her realize that she rarely has 

contact with her body, which is why she found it challenging.  

The body in this dance space was an entry point, for me, into cultural difference, but 

also a shared and relational, inter-subjective space-time. It was also the generator of expression 

and reflection. Though the body was not considered in this light in my interviews, it was 

mobilized discursively, and the corporeal dimensions of repair were considered. 

 

The Speaking Body110 the Listening Body 

“’ [I]ndividual human bodies’ [are] spaces that are drawn into the practice of transitional justice” (Jeffrey 2011, 
354).  

 
In this final section, I want to explore in what ways bodies participate in the processes 

through which sense is made of harm and repair in post-conflict Guatemala, both individually 

and collectively. My main entry point into this research was my own bodily self. I traveled 

physically to Guatemala, because I knew that I did not want to read about the work of these 

accompaniers from afar. I wanted to go ‘be with them’, share space and time together in an 

interactional field as we did in the dance workshop, acknowledging our differently situated 

human positions in a deeply unequal world and all of the shortcomings that this inevitably 
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110 I know that for some the choice to use the word body rather than person acts as a sort of erasure to the	
wholeness, that we are not in fact just bodies, a medicalization of being. I do not intend this by this word choice. I 
will however use the term body in contexts where it was used by my interviews and when I intend to foreground a 
certain dimension of being human that has a physicality that otherwise might be assumed, but under-explored, or 
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presents.  

There are qualities of experience communicated through bodies that are often lost on 

paper.  This is, in part, in the ways that human bodies speak. It is also in the ways we know 

how to listen- whether it be a psychologist looking for signs of dissociation, a doctor looking 

for uterine cancer, a dancer observing a body’s vocabulary of movement, or a forensic 

anthropologist reading bones. I was curious about how the space of the body is being included 

in the work of transitional justice in Guatemala. I was also curious about what I would find in 

because, as I hope to have demonstrated a little above, bodies exist in the very fabric of the 

sociocultural constructions the produce and surround them. I like to think about bodies in 

movement because it puts the focus on the body’s doings. As Lefebvre puts it, 

 If it is difficult – and indeed dangerous – to define what bodies are, there are 

some things we know bodies can do, even if our understanding of precisely how 

they do these things remains partial and fragmentary. First, bodies move: they 

walk, crawl, gesture, run, stumble, reach, fall and embrace. However, bodies 

move in more ways than one: yes, they move physically, but they also move 

affectively, kinaesthetically, imaginatively, collectively, aesthetically, socially, 

culturally and politically. Then, and second, we know that by moving in these 

different ways, bodies can ‘produce’ or generate spaces. (Lefebvre 1991, 216)  

It was sometimes, particularly away from the dance floor, difficult for me to access this 

bodily dimension of accompaniers experience. Indeed, representation reigns supreme in the 

world of interviews and language, where two or three human sit and exchange words as their 

bodies find some degree of attunement or misattunement, and then at some point everyone 

stands up and walks away from the encounter. It is however undeniable that the work of 
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accompaniment and repair is accomplished by people living with and in relationship to their 

bodies, and in my interviews I encountered certain moments where someone was speaking for 

bodies, or they were telling me that bodies were speaking.  

 

Human Rights Must be Felt in the Body  

While this sentiment wasn’t universal, one way I hear about the body was in a 

distinction between intellectual theory and embodied knowledge. Sara Alvarez Medrano 

explained to me how for the educational project about women’s rights to have a transformative 

impact, they needed to be internalized in a corporeal way: 

Sara: […]I can’t work women’s rights if we don’t work them through the body.  

R: What does that mean?  

Sara: I have known for so many years that I have rights…but it’s one of those 

things that you know here [points to her head], but the work of oppression is 

that it mixes the emotions and attitudes and your own sense of self worth, which 

doesn’t explain it to your heart. So when I say that it moves through your body, 

it’s because for me what helped me make the qualitative jump towards my 

revalorization, my rehumanization was to heal my deepest wounds of my 

personal and collective history… it’s like theory and practice right? It’s like 

this, political theory arrives first, but it integrates very slowly in your body, in 

your emotions, in your energy. You need lots of time for it to integrate, which is 

a central part of healing.111 

At Actoras de Cambio there was also more of an emphasis on working directly with the 
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body in healing. It is, however, not just the body alone, but really the body, emotion and 

spirituality, the integrated whole. For Actoras, “[i]t’s in the therapeutic objectives to work with 

the body and also it’s in feminism, that vision of recuperating the body, it’s the point of 

departure…We work with may therapeutic techniques that work with the body, putting the 

body in contact with emotion and belief…dance, massages, physical exercises, really anything 

that helps us be in contact with what we’re feeling through our body.”112 Here she makes ties 

to the feminist recuperation of the body as it blends with the therapeutic recuperation of the 

body as part of an integrated self. The changes brought on in this integrated self, she suggested 

also would be visible to other people. She narrated having women in the Ixil region decide that 

they wanted to work with Actoras because they has seen changes in the other women in their 

communities, “[t]he other women see each other and say ‘oh how well you look, you’re 

changed.’”113  

 

The Uncomfortable Body the Cared-for Body 
 
ECAP also uses some body-based techniques including theater and dance as part of 

their work with women survivors. Amalia told me that, “It wasn’t easy for the Sepur women to 

talk about the parts of their bodies, because they haven’t had, they haven’t spoken of, how can 

I say this, they haven’t had this opportunity before. It was hard for them, to talk about our body 

parts. Some of them were embarrassed, it made them laugh, because they weren’t used to it.”114 

This intense focus on body parts in a therapeutic context was uncomfortable for the women. 

Some of this may be a legacy of the colonial history, and Catholicism (For more see Emma 

Chirix Ru rayb’al ri qach’akul:Los deseos de nuestro cuerpo, 2010). 
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For the Sepur Zarco women, the conditions of poverty that they live in also shape the 

ways that they do or do not care for their bodies. I was told, “they don’t dedicate time for 

themselves, they don’t take a little while to rest, to relax their bodies, to make a space for 

themselves. On the other hand in the spaces with ECAP we have done breathing exercises, 

massages, and they feel trust and have said that they can do it for themselves and that they 

deserve a space for themselves.”115 Thus, it seems that part of the role of psychosocial 

intervention for the women has been both opening up spaces where they have the time to relax 

and recognize their bodies, and also creating a slightly different relationship to the spaces of 

their bodies where they find a value in continuing to create spaces for such care of the bodily 

self.  

 

The Truthful Body 
 

The consequences of sexual violence were also described to me, not surprisingly, in 

terms of not only the psyche, but in the ways that it impacts survivors physical bodies and 

their relationship to their bodies.  

You see, all of the tools for the women helped them endure the pain, but not to 

finish processing it. Because well to not feel the anxiety that it produced or the 

‘susto’ which they say, they did rituals, but they never had spoken of, of sexual 

violence. We went identifying as well that the women had diseases. That the 

silence had caused them, degenerative diseases, we found in some of the women 

diabetes, arterial hypertension, eh some of them had signs of cancer, two 

women died of cervical uterine cancer in all the regions where we started. To 
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this day 8-9 women have died.116  

Here the consequences of silence manifest in the body. Though the women may have 

relieved their anxiety with rituals, for not having spoken, the body tells its own truth, read 

through medical diagnoses, and ultimately premature death. Olga, also describes how the 

bodies of women survivors are forced to carry the weight of what should be collective 

memory, alone,   

When there are no processes of justice, the memory installs itself in the body. 

And you have women with very dire effects, like women who have gained a lot 

of weight, women with high blood pressure, women who say that they are dirty 

and they have to bathe with bleach to clean themselves, so it installs itself in the 

body. It’s not fair, the victims are like little islands carrying the memory of all 

of Guatemala, it we as a country claim our money they will be able to rest, and 

this happens through justice.117 

Here she suggests that processes of justice will redistribute the psychic and embodied 

pain of memory. Once the memory of the violence the women experiences is known and 

shared, the women survivors will not carry the burden alone and find some peace.  

A final narrative I heard about a body speaking its truth came from Paula Barrios.  

She told me a story about a woman in K’iche’ who was raped and had a child. The family 

negotiated with the rapist, who was a coyote.  The dad got money from the coyote to build his 

daughter two rooms in their house, one for her and one for the child.  When MTM asked what 

she wanted, she said she wanted justice so her dad would know it was not her fault. The rapist 

was detained, however, because money had already changed hands, when in court, she told the 
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judge that she was dating him, “that it was voluntary, they were boyfriend girlfriend. When 

they gave the floor to the aggressor and the man started to say ‘Yes it’s true we had a 

relationship.’ When she hears his voice, she starts to vomit… the judge says, ‘Even though she 

had made her declaration, that clearly her body is demonstrating that it isn’t true.’ And that it 

would still go to trial.”118   

Whether or not the details of this story are perfectly true is less interesting than the kind 

of truthful body it produces. It is the body of a survivor that cannot help but speak for itself. 

The judge also is the kind of listener who can hear the woman’s bodily truth and move the case 

towards a different justice than the one agreed upon without her involvement. In this way, her 

survivor body is asking for something beyond what her father’s construction of justice can 

hear, and it is only in the space of the courtroom with the listening judge that she has a hope to 

speak her own truth.  

These narratives about the truthful body do powerful work to articulate the importance 

of breaking silence. The body speaking without language actually must be followed with 

language, with memory, with justice, for it to be able to have reprieve.  
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Conclusion 

The first week of my fieldwork, a friend Thelma told me to come participate in a 

protest/ceremony in the central plaza, right in front of the Palacio Nacional aka “el 

guacamolazo” (it’s a big green avocado colored building). The gathering was a continuation of 

a protest that has been ongoing since March 8, 2017 when a fire took the lives of 41 adolescent 

girls and 2 others died from related injuries in a state managed youth center. The goal of 

organizers is to keep the memory of the girls alive, hold the state accountable for its negligence 

in the management of the facility, and to call for justice for the girls and their families. The 

women in the plaza lit a Mayan ceremonial fire inside the ring of 43 wooden crosses that were 

cemented in in front of the palace. Similarly, during the Sepur Zarco trials, women lit 

Ceremonial fires outside the national courts, transforming the space from one that is hostile to 

and exclusionary of indigenous life ways in Guatemala into a space that could be claimed and 

energized with ancestral and sacred energies.  

The night I went outside the Palacio there was a family that had just arrived two days 

prior from Venezuela. A mom, dad, three kids, who said that their lives were finally in too 

much danger and they had to leave. It reminded me that country like Guatemala can be a safer 

option for some, and can be consistently dangerous for others. The obviously queer woman 

who was in charge of lighting the fire that night had her life threatened by a man on Saturday 

after the Guatemalan Pride Parade. She said she was saved by the grace and quick thinking of a 

friend who pretended to have a gun. She gazed into the fire, and said that coming to light the 

flame, sit with the fire, and make her offerings and prayers for justice was part of what allowed 

her to let go of some of the fear she had.  

It seemed to me in that moment, as we each cast candles onto the fire as offerings, that 
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calling on some greater sense of cosmic justice, that can’t be achieved in one lifetime is part of 

what sustains many of those dedicated to human rights in Guatemala. The conditions that lead 

to the death of 41 adolescent girls are different from the conditions that produced a genocide, 

but not entirely unrelated. The actors demanding recognition of the state’s wrongdoing, 

memory, and justice for the victims are fighting similar battles, often in the same physical and 

legal terrain. 

It is not just in Guatemala, of course that these historic and ongoing battles are taking 

place. The legacies of colonialism, U.S.-backed Cold War intervention, and the neoliberal 

forces that shape the flows of legal goods and ‘illegal’ people are well woven into the tapestry 

of the present. As Nelson and McAllister (2013) put it, “the effects of the violence of the civil 

war are both specific to the qualities and histories of specific places…and generalized across 

wider landscapes and temporalities” (9). 

If the effects of the violence are both specific and can be generalized, so too can the 

lessons being learned in Guatemala, which always already draw on knowledge worked for in 

other places–as the connections in conversations on transitional justice make clear. In my 

interviews I heard about how Chilean work with torture survivors informed ECAP’s work with 

survivor groups. The Tribunal de Consciencia was inspired by a tribunal that occurred across 

an ocean in Japan, and brought women from all over the world to bear witness to a new yet not 

entirely unfamiliar airing of truth. Now, after their success, the Sepur Zarco women are 

traveling, speaking to women survivors in other parts of Guatemala, in Colombia. These routes 

take their bodies, subjectivities, and knowledges to encounter others.  

I went to Guatemala asking how repair is being produced for women survivors of 

sexual violence in the post-conflict context. I wanted to look at ECAP’s psychosocial 
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accompaniment as a starting point for understanding the work of repair, because it engages 

with trauma, justice, education, and is attentive to the historical conditions of inequity that 

produced the war in Guatemala. I instead found myself not only learning about ECAP, but also 

being connected to the other organizations, whether current or former collaborators, that make 

up the tapestry of actors who work with women survivors from the time of the conflict.  

My effort in this thesis has been to consider the spaces of and around tribunal justice 

for survivors in Guatemala from a critical geographic perspective. I hope this will benefit 

transitional justice scholars interested in the spatialization of justice. I also discuss the 

subjectivities and bodies within, and sometimes, it feels to me, exceeding the boundaries of 

transitional justice which I hope will speak to feminist geographers. I bring these two lenses 

together to argue that accompaniment practices in Guatemala are transforming survivor and 

accompanier subjectivities and also affecting their everyday embodied relationships to, and 

that are also constitutive of, the multiple spaces and materialities of repair.  

I offer here a brief summary of the terrain covered in this thesis: 

In Chapter Three I highlighted first how these accompaniment organizations narrate the 

history of Guatemala, and situate their work within a continuum of violence, thus disrupting 

simplistic framings of conflict and post-conflict. When extended to sexual violence, this allows 

them to engage with and question the ongoing violence against women’s bodies, and the 

violence from the past as linked, and also offers an understanding of sexual violence 

experienced by indigenous women as always already a modality of racial violence. In practice, 

this means accompaniers do not bracket their work to \survivors of sexual violence only from 

during the conflict; they have taken on accompanying the women in the Lote Ocho case, or, 

Caal vs. Hudbay Mineral Inc. Working from the present to address the past violences, and the 
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present ones, makes accompaniers ability to do their work stronger in both.  

I also show how working for survivor-centered and defined justice shapes the spaces 

and conditions in which justice plays out. Tribunal justice is not, despite its many critiques, an 

iron cage. It does have limitations, in the ways it relies on a victim/victimizer binary, and sets 

certain parameters around the temporality and spatiality of harm to fit within the confines of 

one legal case. However, the accompaniers I spoke to are attending to the reverberations of 

these tribunal spaces at the broader social level and within survivor’s home communities. 

They are also working to promote survivor-centered justice, by psycho-spatially preparing 

survivors in advance for the spaces of tribunal justice during the Sepur Zarco trial through 

courtroom simulations with the goal of supporting the comfort and agency of the survivor.  

In Chapter Four I attended to the dimension of subject formation, demonstrating how 

the work of accompaniment has interpolated and shaped how people position themselves vis-a-

vis the state and their local communities. To this end, I also consider the role of intermediaries 

and their work of translating and producing forms of knowledge legible to actors from multiple 

standpoints. I show that psychologists work not through purely western psychological 

paradigms and their own understandings of the body/mind connection, but also legitimize the 

women’s own psychopathologies like susto. These practices afford agency to objects and 

incorporate the spectral and energetic in ways that are difficult to fit within a modernist 

paradigm. 

During my fieldwork, I was told about a multitude of therapeutic currents and practices 

circulating in the spaces of accompaniment. People told me of therapies that came to them 

from Central America, Spain, from local practices, local practices taking resonance with East 

African and Chinese medicine. For accompaniers who work with an understanding of the 
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impact of the continuum of violence, including its multiple genocides and ethnocide–which has 

devalued indigenous ways of knowing and life ways– the knowledges and practices of Maya 

survivors must be present in the enactment of repair and justice. 

In Chapter Four, I also consider how affect and emotion are managed in the spaces of 

accompaniment, whether it be to avoid “crisis” or the “overflow” of emotion, or to channel 

these intensities into transformative potential. Finally, I consider the role of the body as a space 

in transitional justice, thinking through the ways that the body’s truthfulness becomes a 

powerful narrative that supports the work of breaking silence and redistributing the memory of 

the violence suffered by women survivors.  

In sum, a complex fabric, offering the potential for transformation and repair is woven 

into space and time through the discourses, practices, bodies, and objects of the 

accompaniment of survivors of sexual violence in Guatemala. The spaces created by this 

accompaniment are not intended to erase the ways women survivors have used to cope with the 

pain and suffering of violence, both from the past, and in their present day lives. Psychosocial 

work is helping to make more visible the threads of history, which carry through the conflict 

period and its aftermath, through the bodies and psyches of Mayan women victims of sexual 

violence. Together accompaniers, with these survivors, are doing work to weave a story of 

their past, present, and future, that is recognized within the spaces of tribunal justice, and 

which offers the hope of repair and transformation in their daily lives. 
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